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Abstract 

The following research investigates the use of citation analysis techniques for relevance 

ranking in computer-assisted legal research systems.  

Overviews on information retrieval, legal research, computer-assisted legal research 

(CALR), and the role of citations in legal research enable the formulation of a proposition: 

Relevance ranking in contemporary CALR systems could profit from the use of citation 

analysis techniques. After examining potential previous work in the areas of Web search, 

legal network analysis, and legal citation analysis, the proposition is further developed into a 

testable hypothesis: A basic citation-based algorithm, despite all its shortcomings, could be 

used to significantly improve relevance ranking in computer-assisted legal research. By 

computing and analysing the distribution of 242,078 headnote citations across 80,195 

opinions written by the Austrian Supreme Court of Justice between 1985 and 2008, proof for 

this hypothesis is presented. 
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1.  Introduction 

"The coal miner with pick and shovel mined one ton per day a few years ago. Today he 

brings out over a hundred tons per day. The lawyer is still in the pick and shovel era."
1
 

Louis O. Kelso, 1946 

 

One year before Louis Kelso called for a "technological revolution" in law, Vannevar 

Bush had published a seminal paper entitled "As We May Think". In it, Bush shared his 

belief that due to an exponential increase of available information, no one was any longer 

able to make use of it by solely manual means.
2
 By doing so, Bush was the first scientists to 

recognise "information overload" which describes a situation when we do not have too little, 

but rather too much information available to make sensible decisions. "As We May Think" 

fuelled research on electronic means to combat information overload
3
, an area of interest 

which has been known as "information retrieval". Both academic and commercial 

information retrieval research continue to this day and have been constantly rising in their 

importance because "information defines one of the fastest growing markets on our planet. 

The issue is no longer lack of information, but an embarrassment of riches, and a lack of 

tools for organizing information, finding it, or selling it at the right price and the right time."
4
 

I give an overview about information retrieval in Chapter 2 of this thesis, starting the 

"Framework" section of my work. 

Lawyering is a highly information-intensive profession
5
, we might even argue that it is 

more information-intensive than any other industry or profession.
6
 Therefore, in essence, 

legal research consists of the retrieval of relevant legal information.
7
 Chapter 3 introduces 

and tries to compare and contrast legal research in common and civil/continental 

jurisdictions. For the latter, I focus on the situation in Austria, my home country. A legal 

adaptation of Bush's 1945 vision of an electronic "Memex" device that should support 

information retrieval, the "Lawdex", was conceived by Louis Kelso only months after Bush's 

                                                      

1
 Kelso, 1946, p. 392 

2
 Bush, 1945, p. 101 

3
 Herskovic, Iyengar, & Bernstam, 2007, p. 93 

4
 Jackson & Moulinier, 2007, p. 3 

5
 Halvorson & Basch, 2000, pp. ix–x 

6
 Susskind, 1998, p. 79 

7
 Smith, Gelbart, Maccrimmon, Atherton, Mcclean, Shinehoft et al., 1995, p. 57 
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aforementioned publication.
8
 

This is where legal research met information retrieval, and computer-assisted legal 

research (CALR) was born. John Horty's 1959 project
9
 to store health statutes on magnetic 

tapes at the University of Pittsburgh is commonly referred to as the first operational CALR 

system. The scope of CALR systems has been widening ever since, and I give a tour on 

computer-assisted legal research in Chapter 4. Again, differences between common and 

civil/continental jurisdictions are pointed out. Along the way, I present evidence for my 

conviction that current CALR systems have considerable room for improvement. Simon 

Chester provided an excellent summary of what I consider to be the basic problem in 1992. 

Tellingly, it is as valid today as it was back then: 

 

"Whether you use Lexis or Westlaw, simply working out an effective search requires that 

you translate a legal problem into a line that looks like this:  

offense crime violation /s crash accident /s 'parking lot' 

Not how most lawyers talk or think."
10

 

[Lexis(Nexis) and Westlaw are the two large, US-based CALR system providers] 
 

In Chapter 5, I look at the use of citations in legal research. This last part of the 

"Framework" section also provides you with background information necessary so that you 

can follow and critically assess the proposition that I develop afterwards. More than twenty 

years ago, Daniel Dabney explicitly stated that in the legal domain "we cannot read all of the 

documents that might contain relevant information, so we rely on others to read the 

documents for us, and to note for us the texts that we will need to consult in the future."
11

 I 

fully agree with Dabney. I think, however, that by now we have long gone past the point 

when it could still be other humans who pre-processed all potentially relevant documents for 

us. In my opinion, we have in reality long become dependent upon computer algorithms to 

help us fight legal information overload. Not making use of them involves very high risks: 

"Overload of information [...] has the potential to undermine law if something is not done"
12

,  

Tamsin Maxwell and Burkhard Schafer recently observed. 

This is the jumping-off place for my proposition (Chapter 6): Relevance ranking in 

contemporary computer-assisted legal research systems, I hold, could be improved by using 

                                                      

8
 Kelso, 1946, p.387 

9
 Horty, 1959, p.31 

10
 Chester, 1992, p.111 

11
 Dabney, 1986a, p.6 

12
 Maxwell & Schafer, 2008, pp. 63–64 
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citation analysis techniques. 

In the following "Elements of a Theory" section I give an overview about three areas of 

research that I consider to be helpful for further developing the proposition. We look at Web 

search (Chapter 7), legal network analysis (Chapter 8) and legal citation analysis (Chapter 9). 

The experiences gained in each of the three areas further suggest that using citations should 

indeed be a promising method of improving relevance ranking and therefore search as a 

whole in an electronic legal research environment. 

After the three chapters of the "Elements of a Theory" section, it is possible to further 

develop the proposition into a testable hypothesis (Chapter 10). I do this because one of the 

objectives with this thesis is to let real-world data speak for themselves. The third section 

"Testing My Hypothesis" is therefore mostly empirical in its nature. 

In Chapter 11, the citation distribution of opinions written by the Austrian Supreme 

Court of Justice between 1985 and 2008 is computed in order to perform two experiments. In 

the first experiment, I align 80,195 opinions according to the number of citations that they 

receive from so-called headnote documents, using a total of 242,078 headnote citations. The 

second experiment sets out to test whether the computed citation distribution could 

successfully be used to prioritise "relevant" opinions in CALR relevance ranking. 

I reach a final conclusion about my hypothesis in Chapter 12, and conclude the thesis 

by giving some ideas about possible avenues for future research (Chapter 13). 
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SECTION I - THE FRAMEWORK 

The "Framework" section is organised to familiarise you with the key terminology and 

concepts of those areas that make up the background against which my proposition - and 

ultimately my hypothesis - of using citation analysis techniques for computer-assisted legal 

research will be set.  

2. Information Retrieval 

It was IBM computer scientist Hans Peter Luhn who, in the late 1950s, first
13

 suggested 

that automatic text retrieval systems could be implemented based on a special comparison. A 

comparison, that is, of content identifiers attached both to electronically stored documents, as 

well as to search queries submitted by users. Generally, certain words extracted from the 

texts of documents and queries would be used as those content identifiers.  

For the decades that followed, most people associated electronic information retrieval 

with librarians, or specialised business and legal analysts. Only those information specialists 

electronically worked with proprietary (online) information services in order to retrieve 

documents. Especially the development of the World Wide Web has changed this picture 

completely. Now, every one of us is his or her own document retriever, and we all work with 

search technology on a daily basis.
14

 A Web search engine is nothing short of the 

embodiment of modern information retrieval.
15

 This is why I use the terms "information 

retrieval" and "search", and also "retrieval system" and "search engine", interchangeably. 

Strictly speaking, this might be terminologically incorrect, but I think there is no need for 

introducing information retrieval subtleties in the context of this thesis. 

2.1. Definitions of Information Retrieval 

As Dietmar Wolfram observes, definitions of information retrieval abound.
16

 Luhn's 

                                                      

13
 Salton & Buckley, 1988, p. 513 

14
 Jackson & Moulinier, 2007, p. 23 

15
 Weiss, Indurkhya, Zhang, & Damerau, 2005, p. 58 

16
 Wolfram, 2003, p. 10 
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just mentioned suggestion provides the jumping-off place for a first approximation: 

"Information retrieval, referred to as "IR" by its practitioners, tries to retrieve relevant 

documents in response to a query."
17

 Inspired by a similar decision of Peter Jackson and 

Isabelle Moulinier
18

, when I talk about "information retrieval" or "search" in this thesis, I 

concentrate on document retrieval by full text search. This means that the user's query is 

matched against the actual texts of the stored documents, rather than against a set of 

keywords only. Full text searching, if you like, is the electronic equivalent to a huge 

(imaginary) back-of-the-book index in which you can look up every word of the book. A 

definition of information retrieval found in a leading textbook by Christopher Manning and 

others reads as follows: 

 

"Information retrieval (IR) is finding material (usually documents) of an unstructured nature 

(usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large collections (usually stored 

on computers)."
19

 
 

While Manning and others explicitly take into consideration that IR does not 

necessarily include computers, and that the stored elements do not necessarily have to be 

texts, Elizabeth Liddy takes a more relaxed approach: 

 

"Document retrieval (more commonly referred to as "information retrieval" by researchers in 

the field) is the computerized process of producing a list of documents that are relevant to an 

inquirer's request by comparing the user's request to an automatically produced index of the 

textual content of documents in the system. These documents can then be accessed for use 

within the same system."
20

 
 

2.2. Querying Models & Retrieval Models 

Since Luhn's vision has been realised in the mid-1960s, various information retrieval 

models have been developed. Using them as categories, we can pinpoint an information 

retrieval project within the IR framework. A retrieval model indicates the document 

representations used and how they are matched - or compared - during the retrieval 

process.
21

 Retrieval models are complemented by query(ing) models which deal with the 

                                                      

17
 Weiss et al., 2005, p. 85 

18
 Jackson & Moulinier, 2007, p. 23 

19
 Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008, p. 1 

20
 Liddy, 2006, p. 748 

21
 Pritchard-Schoch, 1993, p. 34 
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different ways in which search queries can be formed. 

Retrieval Models in Information Retrieval 

When talking about retrieval models, we often distinguish between three basic 

computer-aided techniques for searching information retrieval collections: Boolean models, 

vector space models, and probabilistic models.
22

 I will not discuss the details of these three 

systems. One distinction among retrieval models is essential, however, when talking about 

search systems in the area of computer-assisted legal research. In his seminal book on "legal 

information retrieval" (what I decide to call "computer-assisted legal research"
23

), Jon Bing 

distinguishes between systems using "identity functions" (mentioning the Boolean system as 

one example) and systems using "nearness functions".
24

 As much as I agree with the huge 

importance of the distinction itself, I believe that the category names "exact-match" 

(retrieval) models and "best-match" (or "partial-match") retrieval models as (for example) 

Keith van Rijsbergen uses them
25

 should be preferred, as they are much more descriptive. 

Howard Turtle explains that by far the most common exact-match model is the Boolean 

model.
26

 

Exact-match retrieval models use a way of matching the query against the document 

collection that partitions the stored texts into two sets, namely into those documents that 

match the query and into those that do not. A matching procedure like this is generally 

simple and efficient, and this is the reason why exact-match models have been forming the 

basis of many commercial retrieval solutions.
27

 While commercial information retrieval 

systems have been relying on the Boolean retrieval model, researchers have at the same time 

been suggesting a number of alternative retrieval models
28

, namely the just mentioned vector 

space and probabilistic retrieval models. Those two models are also collectively referred to 

as "best-match" (or "partial-match") models, which explains the exact-match / best-match 

distinction. 

In best-match retrieval models, a document does not (necessarily) have to exactly match 

the query in order to be included in a result list. Documents are always returned in a ranked 

                                                      

22
 Langville & Meyer, 2006, p. 14 

23
 See below, 4. Computer-Assisted Legal Research, p. 27 

24
 Bing, 1984b, pp. 161; 164 

25
 Rijsbergen, 1981, pp. 1–2 

26
 Turtle, 1995, p. 24 

27
 Turtle, 1995, p. 24 

28
 Robert M. Losee, 1999, p. 882 
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order, according to their similarity with the query.
29

 Despite the commercial introduction of 

those more sophisticated search systems especially on the Web, Boolean systems remain 

popular in many commercial and library applications.
30

 In particular, this is also true for the 

legal domain. 

Query(ing) Models in Information Retrieval 

Retrieval models deal with methods and systems to relate a query to a document 

collection, query(ing) models account for the various query(ing) languages that exist.
31

 

When a user utilises an information retrieval system by entering a query that connects search 

terms with operators, such as AND, OR, and NOT, he or she is using a Boolean query(ing) 

language. This is sometimes also called a "terms and connectors" search, because a sharp 

distinction is made within the query between content-bearing terms and content-free 

operators based on Boolean logic.
32

 When computers became more widely accepted, it was 

Boolean logic that was applied to information retrieval.
33

 

As their names already suggest, the Boolean retrieval model and the Boolean query(ing) 

model work together very well. Boolean search statements can be applied to large sets of 

unstructured data easily, and the results exactly match the search terms and logical 

constraints put in place by the operators.
34

 This is what has made exact-match, Boolean logic 

search engines so popular that they can still be considered the standard search model in many 

areas. Boolean querying coupled with Boolean retrieval, then often called "Boolean 

searching", is called exact-match because, for example, all concepts linked with an AND 

operator in the query must be present in a document for that document to be successfully 

retrieved. Documents that only contain, let's say, three out of four terms connected with 

AND, are just as lost as documents that contain only one, or even none of the query terms.
35

 

This already hints at one of the major downsides of Boolean searching, its literalness. I 

will cover this and other Boolean IR issues in detail when talking about computer-assisted 

                                                      

29
 Paul & Baron, 2007, p. 22 

30
 Jackson & Moulinier, 2007, p. 28 

31
 Matthijssen, 1998, p. 82 

32
 Jackson & Moulinier, 2007, p. 27 

33
 The Sedona Conference Working Group on Best Practices for Document Retention and Production 

(WG1), 2007, p. 217 

34
 The Sedona Conference Working Group on Best Practices for Document Retention and Production 

(WG1), 2007, p. 217 

35
 Tenopir, 1993, p. 55 
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legal research systems.
36

 

If users want to effectively use Boolean-based systems, they must be familiar with both 

Boolean retrieval operations and Boolean query construction.
37

 The combination of Boolean 

retrieval with Boolean querying is not at all, however, the only one that we find today. 

Especially in Web search Boolean querying is often used, even though the underlying 

retrieval model is not an exact-match, but a best-match one. In commercial solutions, best-

match search systems are often coupled with so-called "natural language" querying. "Natural 

language" in this case refers to the way in which we normally write or speak, and a best-

match search system that lets its users form queries like this is often referred to as a "natural 

language search engine".
38

 

2.3. Relevance Ranking and Information Retrieval 

A basic characteristic of the Boolean retrieval model is that the returned documents in 

the result list are not ranked according to their potential importance or relevance. In other 

words, the search engine considers each document to be equally relevant to users.
39

 What 

traditional commercial information retrieval systems therefore end up doing is that they sort 

and then present results ordered by date, author, journal name, or any other common 

database-specific data element.
40

 Result lists sorted like this have one major advantage: They 

are transparent, and users quickly understand what has led to the ranking result that is being 

presented to them.
41

 

Information Overload or The Need for Ranking 

What we have to be aware of, however, is that as electronic document collections grow 

larger and larger, also the number of possibly relevant documents constantly increases. 

Irrespective of how big a document collection is, we neither have infinite time nor patience 

to sift through endless material in a search for relevant documents.
42

 On the Web, where the 

discrepancy between retrievable documents and time available for manual review is most 

                                                      

36
 See below, 4.5. Selected Issues, p. 35 

37
 Wolfram, 2003, p. 16 

38
 Paul & Baron, 2007, p. 22 

39
 The Sedona Conference Working Group on Best Practices for Document Retention and Production 

(WG1), 2007, p. 202 

40
 Jacso, 2005, p. 676 

41
 Jacso, 2005, p. 678 

42
 Burson, 1987, p. 135 
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pressing, users rarely look beyond the first 10 or 20 documents in a result list.
43

 Especially in 

Web search, but more and more in other IR environments as well, listing all potentially 

relevant results is therefore no longer sufficient. Users expect systems to present result lists 

in a meaningful order, even if that requires departing from the transparent and easy-to-

understand traditional ways of ordering search results. 

This is where "relevance ranking" comes into play. It describes various statistical 

methods for ordering documents that appear in a result list. Simply put, relevance ranking 

arranges the documents within a result list so that those most likely to be relevant to your 

request are shown to you first.
44

 At this point, some further clarification is necessary to avoid 

potential confusion on your side: In best-match search engines, "relevance ranking" is not an 

additional technology that might or might not be used. It is in fact already an integral part of 

the retrieval model. The possibility of using or not using relevance ranking for ordering 

result lists exists only in exact-match information retrieval systems. Still, relevance ranking 

is essential in the context of this thesis: As we will see
45

, Boolean searching still constitutes 

the standard technology used in computer-assisted legal research systems today. Any ideas 

of using citation analysis techniques for relevance ranking in CALR therefore essentially 

have to compete with Boolean retrieval systems and the relevance ranking techniques that 

they offer today. Peter Jacso observes that most Boolean information retrieval systems now 

also offer relevance-ranked result lists.
46

 

Putting Returned Sets in Order 

We will therefore try to find out how current relevance ranking actually works on those 

Boolean systems. We have to keep the following in mind, however: While common elements 

of relevance ranking are known, the exact nature of the "algorithms" used is not released to 

the public because it constitutes valuable intellectual property for its owners.
47

 This above all 

applies to commercial Web search engines, where the relevance ranking algorithm is a huge 

factor in maintaining the search engine's competitive edge.
48

 We do know, however, that 

most commercially available non-Web information retrieval systems that feature relevance 

ranking employ methodologies based on word frequencies. The search engine measures the 

                                                      

43
 Langville & Meyer, 2006, p. 10 

44
 Bade, 2007, p. 831 

45
 See below 4.5 Selected Issues, 35. 

46
 Jacso, 2005, p. 676 

47
 Bade, 2007, p. 831 

48
 Wolfram, 2003, p. 23 
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total occurrences of all terms in each document, as well as the occurrences of all terms in the 

database as a whole.
49

 After a result list has been built in response to a user's query, the 

search engine uses this frequency data of the query terms to score all retrieved documents. 

The basic idea here is to treat individual query terms as being more or less important 

according to how often they appear in individual documents, and in the document collection 

as a whole. Properties like the document's length, the terms' locations within the document 

(in the title or in subject headings, for example), and their proximity to one another within 

the document, are usually factored in as well. 

2.4. Evaluation in Information Retrieval 

The last issue that I need to address concerning information retrieval is the - quite 

problematic - issue of IR evaluation. Maybe the most important fact to keep in mind about 

measuring how an IR system is actually performing is that so far, there are no objective 

criteria for evaluating the performance of information retrieval systems that experts have 

agreed upon. When it comes to search engines, the notion of effectiveness is subjective. In 

any case, some kind of human judgment is ultimately always the criteria for the evaluation of 

whether or not an IR system returns the relevant information in a correct way.
50

 This 

certainly does not mean, however, that we should stop evaluating information retrieval 

systems altogether. Exactly the contrary is true. We just have to be aware of the potential 

pitfalls, and the limitations of IR evaluation. The theoretical goal of any search system can, 

for example, perfectly be established. This ultimate goal, or "Holy Grail" of information 

retrieval is the perfect search that retrieves everything that the user is looking for, while 

retrieving nothing the user is not looking for. In more formal terms, this is a search that 

equals 100% "recall" and 100% "precision".
51

 

Recall and Precision 

Recall and precision are two of the earliest measures in information retrieval evaluation, 

and they are still the most widely used ones.
52

 They are a pair of values, and calculated as 

follows: Recall is the proportion of relevant documents actually retrieved from a document 

                                                      

49
 Evans, 1994, p. 124 

50
 The Sedona Conference Working Group on Best Practices for Document Retention and Production 

(WG1), 2007, p. 204 

51
 Evans, 1994, p. 122 

52
 Wolfram, 2003, p. 26 
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collection, while precision is the proportion of the retrieved documents that is found to be 

relevant to the user's needs.
53

 Another way to think about recall and precision is: When 

determining recall, we ask: "Out of the total number of relevant documents in the whole 

document collection, how many were retrieved correctly?". When calculating precision, the 

question is "How much of the returned result set is on target?".
54

 This leads us to the 

problematic nature of relevance, and other difficulties in information retrieval evaluation. 

The Problematic Nature of Relevance and Other Difficulties 

The calculations of recall and precision depend on complete relevance assessments of 

documents within a document collection. Therefore, relevance became a key notion, but also 

a "key headache" in information science.
55

 A first difficulty lies in the fact that a document is 

considered to be either relevant or not, with no "grey area" in between.
56

 Scott Burson 

correctly observes that relevance is in reality not an attribute of a document that is simply 

either present or not. He describes relevance as "a complex notion of how a particular 

document relates to a given line of inquiry", and brings forward our day-to-day observation 

that we think of documents as being more or less relevant to a particular issue. On top of 

that, we can profoundly disagree on the relevance of any particular document.
57

 There is, 

however, another major difficulty concerning relevance judgments on top of the subjectivity 

of relevance. As Peter Jackson and Isabelle Moulinier point out, obtaining complete 

relevance judgments on all queries of interest is clearly impossible for modern document 

collections due to their size.
58

  Lastly, different users may have completely differing needs 

when using an information retrieval system. When doing comprehensive research, a user 

may want to find all potentially relevant documents. If another user has less time at their 

disposal, he or she may - above all - want the system to correctly sort information by 

priority.
59

 

                                                      

53
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3.  Legal Research 

Ian Gallacher observes that systemised legal research was developed because the legal 

universe in late nineteenth century America had become increasingly complex.
60

 J.C. Smith 

and his colleagues, even though formally restricting themselves to so-called "common 

jurisdictions" (or "common law" systems)
61

, in reality cover the whole legal landscape when 

they say that "The essence of legal research [...] is the retrieval of relevant legal 

information." They go on to point out a major problem that legal professionals have to deal 

with: The volumes of legal information are constantly increasing which can lead to 

information overload. But still, access to one relevant document can decide the fate of a 

whole research project.
62

 

3.1. Primary, Secondary & Tertiary Legal Sources 

No matter whether we deal with a "civil law" or "common law" system, we encounter 

primary, secondary and tertiary sources of law. Legal sources are different in terms of the 

relative weight that they are accorded. Some sources have binding authority, while others are 

only persuasive in varying degrees. A third kind of source is only useful as a tool for finding 

binding or persuasive sources. Legal professionals have to use each source with a sense of its 

place in this hierarchy of authority.
63

 

When we talk about primary sources of law we refer to the law itself. This includes 

constitutions, statutes and regulations (called "legislation" as a group), and - at least in 

common jurisdictions - judicial opinions in case law.
64

 Opinions are published in so-called 

"law reports". Secondary sources of law are legal commentaries and include practitioners' 

handbooks, looseleaf services
65

, treatises, encyclopaedias, restatements, textbooks, 

monographs and journal articles. Finally, mere finding tools that include no substantive 

discussion of points of law are called tertiary sources.
66

 Those tertiary sources have been 
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developed by legal publishers so that users can find information about the law. Examples 

include digests and indexes
67

, namely the legal citation indexes, which we will cover in 

detail later
68

. 

3.2. Differences Legal Research Austria - United 

Kingdom 

Most countries of the world can be described as being either a common law or a civil 

law system. Within Europe, civil law systems are also being referred to as "continental 

jurisdictions". Each of the two systems has its own history, its own basic principles and 

procedures, and its publication practices for legal sources.
69

 At least historically, the major 

difference between common law and civil law concerns the relative superiority that is given 

to court decisions on the one hand, and codified written rules on the other hand. Common 

law systems are largely based on the doctrines implicit in prior court decisions, while civil 

law countries rely heavily on codified written rules. Morris Cohen and Kent Olson observe 

that the differences between common law and civil law systems have become less apparent 

in recent years, because each system has been moving in the direction of the other. They 

mention that some American jurisdictions have enacted written codes, while some civil law 

countries have given greater weight to court decisions.
70

 Similarly, J. Armstrong and 

Christopher Knott note that "American legal research today starts with statutes."
71

 and 

Richard Susskind explained in 1998 that legislation had become central to all legal 

systems.
72

 From a civil law point of view, Roland Wagner-Döbler from Germany stated as 

early as 1994 that "in the reality of continental law the importance of precedents can hardly 

be overestimated"
73

. 

In this thesis I propose making more extensive use of legal citations, in civil 

jurisdictions as well as in common ones. Therefore I now zoom in on two specific 

differences in legal research between Austria, a civil or continental jurisdiction, and the 

United Kingdom , a common jurisdiction. Before doing so, however, I want to briefly 
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mention the basic issue that causes the differences in the two jurisdictions. It is in fact one 

identical problem that both systems have to deal with which expresses itself in the respective 

particularities in legal research. 

A legal system that just consisted of clearly drafted rules would run into major practical 

difficulties. As a practical matter, it is simply impossible to think of every possible set of 

facts to be covered by a rule beforehand. Therefore legal drafters in both legal systems, in 

common as in continental jurisdictions, often turn to so-called "open-textured" concepts, like 

"reasonable care" or "malice".
74

 Both legal systems then have to come up with a way to 

make the content of those abstract legal rules operational, and this is where the two systems 

still differ. Whereas in common law countries case law is often used to provide operational 

rules, civil or continental jurisdictions still to some degree prefer using more detailed 

legislation and interpretation by secondary sources for that purpose. This implies that basic 

differences remain in how legal research is conducted in civil and common law systems.
75

 

Focusing on one specific difference, we now try to gain a better understanding about 

the perceptions of case law in civil and common jurisdictions. We will take a closer look at 

the importance of case law in both jurisdictions, followed by the related comparison of how 

law reporting works in both systems. 

The Importance of Case Law 

In my opinion, it already provides a strong implicit indication that the practical 

differences between civil and common law systems might be smaller than expected when 

Vincy Fon and Francesco Parisi observe: "There are substantial historical and conceptual 

differences between the doctrines of precedent in common law and civil law traditions."
76

 

The mere fact that they say that both systems do have "doctrines of precedent" already shows 

that precedent is not a concept exclusive to common jurisdictions. Common sense in fact 

also tends to tell us that it is nothing but human nature that judges in both jurisdictions are 

inclined to follow the decisions of earlier judges in similar cases. 

What made common law develop was that over time, and in certain circumstances, 

judicial precedents started to become binding rather than merely being useful persuasive 

guidance for the future.
77

 The common law doctrine of judicial precedent, or stare decisis, 

explains the special way in which decisions relate to each other in common jurisdictions. The 
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latin phrase "stare decisis" means "let the decision stand". The general idea behind this 

doctrine is that like cases should be treated alike. Once a decision has been reached in a 

particular case, it becomes good law and should be relied upon in other future cases as an 

accurate statement of law.
78

 As Richard Susskind observes even most non-lawyers are 

familiar with that notion of precedent.
79

 American political scientists, legal scholars, and 

practicing lawyers all share the opinion that precedent is one of the central components of 

the American common law system.
80

 The well-known American "Black's Law Dictionary" 

defines precedent as "[a] decided case that furnishes a basis for determining later cases 

involving similar facts or issues" and says that precedent may be divided between binding 

precedent that a court "must" follow and persuasive precedent that is "entitled to respect and 

careful consideration."
81

 We should keep in mind, however, that also in common law 

countries, opinions written by top courts are considered to be more "important" than those 

written by lower courts.
82

 

Morris Cohen and Kent Wilson give a general overview about civil jurisdictions: We 

find this type of legal system in continental Europe, Latin America, and parts of Africa and 

Asia. Cohen and Wilson, in my opinion, exaggerate a bit when naming a few distinctive 

characteristics of civil law systems, but the general trend is undoubtedly accurate: Civil 

jurisdictions usually have comprehensive and systematic codes governing large fields of law 

(civil law, criminal law, commercial law, civil procedure, criminal procedure). Concepts 

have strong influence; judicial decisions are given little weight as legal authority. Legal 

scholars who interpret, criticise and develop the law in their writings, particularly through 

commentaries on the codes are accorded great influence.
83

 Also in civil law jurisdictions, as 

Roland Wagner-Döbler indicates, special attention is given to the decisions of the Supreme 

courts.
84

 In Austria, for example, each of three Supreme courts is competent for a major area 

of law: the Constitutional Court ("Verfassungsgerichtshof") for constitutional law, the 

Supreme Court of Justice ("Oberster Gerichtshof") for civil and criminal law, and the 

Administrative Court ("Verwaltungsgerichtshof") for administrative law. That those courts 

are given special attention seems nothing but natural as they are the last instances for 
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appeals. Wagner-Döbler holds that also in continental jurisdictions, facts cannot easily be 

subsumed under existing legislation, especially in complicated areas of law where matters 

change on a day-to-day basis. The necessary, more detailed legal norms and principles are, 

he ascertains, partly taken from precedents, just like in common jurisdictions.
85

 Civil law 

systems gradually developed informal precedent law, which means that a sequence of 

analogous cases acquired persuasive force and became a source of law. Codifications had 

failed to bring certainty, consistency, and stability into the legal system, so judicial practice 

was supposed to compensate that. Vincy Fon and Francesco Parisi observe a "general 

tendency to accord persuasive force to a dominant trend of court decisions within civilian 

jurisdictions". Speaking of Germany - but this is true for Austria as well - they mention that 

legal professionals refer to a prevailing line of precedent which has been standing for some 

time as "permanent adjudication" ("ständige Rechtsprechung").
86

 

Law Reporting 

In 1987, before the World Wide Web took off, H. Patrick Glen pointed out a basic 

irony: Lawyers in common law systems were often surprised that their continental 

colleagues did not attach as much importance to case law as they did, while in reality, also 

common lawyers only cared about a small, specific selection of prior cases. Those cases that 

did not enter the published volumes of case law called "law reports" suffered an eternal 

neglect, just like in the purest of civilian traditions.
87

 The general rule in common 

jurisdictions, still valid today, is as follows: A small portion of all the cases decided by the 

courts is published (or "reported") in so-called law reports. Only if a case raises a point of 

legal significance, it is selected for reporting.
88

 As F. Allan Hanson recounts, this way of 

publishing legal cases was adopted in the United Kingdom with the explicit intent of 

restricting the growth of the legal literature. The publication of redundant cases was 

supposed to be prevented in order to keep the body of case law within manageable limits. 

Only those cases were meant to be published  that "modify a principle of law, enunciate a 

new principle, settle a doubtful question, or that are in some other way particularly 

instructive".
89

 Interestingly, however, there has been no official series of law reports in the 

United Kingdom. Law reporting has been in the hands of commercial publishers since the 
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last quarter of the thirteenth century.
90

 In the UK, about one third of the Court of Appeal 

cases will subsequently be reported.
91

 Similarly in the US "only the tip of the iceberg" of 

cases gets published.
92

 Still, Philip Thomas and John Knowles observe that it is unusual that 

a case goes unreported if it raises a significant legal issue.
93

 Computer-assisted legal research 

(CALR) systems and the development of the World Wide Web have, however, significantly 

changed the environment for law reporting. Due to the basically non-existing storage 

limitations of CALR systems and the World Wide Web, a vast number of decisions have 

become available that were not originally reported. In the United Kingdom, judgments from 

the High Court, the Court of Appeal and the House of Lords, are now available on the 

Internet on a variety of non-subscription websites, and have been available on commercial 

CALR systems even for some time before that
94

. Such judgments which are not reported but 

publicly available are referred to as "unreported judgments". They may be cited in court 

where it is believed that relevant legal issues are raised.
95

 In the United States, the possibility 

of citing an unpublished case depends on the jurisdiction. But J. Armstrong and Christopher 

Knott point out a general fact that even if a lawyer is not permitted to cite a case, it may still 

serve as an indicator of how judges are likely to lean in similar circumstances in the future.
96

 

This new environment for law reporting does not imply, however, that law reports have 

ceased to be central to legal research in the United Kingdom and other common law 

countries.
97

 It is the selection provided by the law reports, and the added explanatory 

material, that ensures that law reports remain a primary source of case law in common 

jurisdictions.
98

 

As case law carries less weight in civil law jurisdictions, we generally find fewer 

decided law reports in them than in common law countries. Often legal periodicals publish 

court decisions or abstracts of case law in addition to legal articles.
99

 When it comes to the 

selection task and the adding of explanatory material, however, the function of law reports or 
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legal journals doing law reporting in civil law countries exactly equals the function of their 

common law counterparts. In particular, those publications are responsible for creating 

special kinds of summaries called headnotes. Those headnotes depict legal principles arising 

from individual cases. 
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4.  Computer-Assisted Legal Research 

We have heard
100

 that systemised paper-based legal research initially developed in late 

nineteenth century America out of a growing complexity of the legal system. By the early 

1960s, American lawyers were again observing - even with the powerful secondary and 

tertiary print sources that they had available to them now - that reasonably finding relevant 

cases and secondary sources was becoming impossible. This time the solution lay in the 

further boost of CALR systems, and more generally in the introduction of artificial 

intelligence techniques to assist with legal information management.
101

 At this point, I have 

to dispose of a terminological issue. Both in the world of companies and academia it seems 

to be popular to come up with a new name for - basically - the same concept every once in a 

while. This thesis, and this chapter in particular deal with the use of computers to access 

documents for legal research purposes. Whether we call that "Legal Information 

Retrieval"
102

, "Computer-Assisted Legal Research (CALR)"
103

, or even "Online Legal 

Resources"
104

 does - at its core - not make a lot of difference in my opinion. I chose 

"Computer-Assisted Legal Research" because "Legal Information Retrieval" might today 

also comprise modern data mining tasks for "E-Discovery", and the term "Online Legal 

Resources" does not take into account that there are still offline legal research aids (for 

example on CD-ROM) available. 

The basic keyword matching technique that Hans Peter Luhn suggested for general 

information retrieval has also been followed in computer-assisted legal research.
 105,106,107

 

Throughout this chapter, I will often describe features of US computer-assisted legal 

research systems. This is due to, as Mario Ragona correctly observes, the exceptional 

position that US computer-assisted legal research systems have among all CALR systems. 

Both the long time span that those systems have been offering their services, and the sheer 
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size of their searchable document collections covering all categories of legal information, 

make them exceptional.
108

 

4.1. Initial Development 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s it first appeared to be realisable to use computers to 

assist in legal research.
109

 Usually people refer to John Horty who successfully demonstrated 

an operational system in 1959
110

 as being the pioneer of computer-assisted legal research. 

Following his system, the first large-scale computer-assisted legal research systems were 

established.
111

 Colin Tapper from the United Kingdom observes that one reason for the first 

development of computerised methods was that "the volume of legal material was increasing 

at such a startling rate that it could not be handled by conventional means"
112

. Describing the 

situation in the US in the 1960s, Bernard Hibbits explains that due to the continuing growth 

in the amount of published legal information "an eclectic variety of lawyers, legal academics, 

and law librarians [were looking] to emerging computer technology to facilitate the storage, 

accessing, and distribution of legal information."
113

 As this thesis develops ideas across legal 

systems, I have to point out that there was an initial difference concerning the approaches of 

common and civil jurisdictions to the problems of computer-assisted legal research. The 

already mentioned
114

 disparity especially concerning the relative weight of different legal 

sources in civil and common law systems was responsible for that inhomogeneous initial 

development. In civil jurisdictions, CALR systems were provided mainly by the 

governments because of their perceived role of having to provide the law for the people. In 

common law systems, on the other hand, entrepreneurs were simply responding to the 

demands of professional users.
115

 Similarly, Jon Bing mentions that the initiative of creating 

CALR systems generally came from professional organisations or governments rather than 

from private companies in Europe.
116

 One committee of the Council of Europe was central to 

the development of legal information systems in Europe: the "Committee of Experts on the 
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Harmonisation of the means of Programming Legal Data into Computers". Also, the 

European Union (back then still called the "European Communities") has to be mentioned at 

this point: In 1971 the legal service of the European Commission began to work on its 

CELEX database (which forms part of EUR-Lex today).
117

 In the 1970s, when in European 

countries there was still a slow movement from experimental to operational systems, large-

scale commercial systems were already being set up in the US.
118

 The LexisNexis system 

which is still active today started being developed in 1972 in the United States. It was also 

the first commercial system to allow full text searching rather than searching document 

surrogates only.
119

 When commercial systems were finally being set up in Europe as well, 

the initial difference in the development of CALR systems between civil and common 

jurisdictions faded.
120

 

4.2. Spotlights of Further Development 

Due to space constraints, I am only able to provide some spotlights of the further 

development of computer-assisted legal research systems. I will first mention all 

developments which are essential for a basic understanding of the current situation of CALR 

in the United Kingdom and in Austria. Those specific issues that have a direct relation to the 

later parts of this thesis will be elaborated on individually after two short country overviews. 

Up until the mid-1990s, the only way to electronically access CALR services was 

through proprietary software. You had to have a special program installed on your computer 

that would access a CALR provider's database. The Internet changed that as those software 

solutions gave way to Web browser based access. Now, the only technical requirements for 

using computer-assisted legal research systems are a personal computer with an internet 

connection and a Web browser. Steve Arnold and Lawrence Rosen already pointed at 

another development that still continues today in 1993: The luxury of having a legal 

information specialist as an intermediary to help with formulating queries, checking the first 

results, refining the search, and maybe even delivering the final results, is available to less 

and less legal professionals. Also, people with a day-to-day knowledge of using computers in 

general might also actually want to conduct their own searches without consulting anyone.
121
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The technical term for that development, also in a legal setting, is "disintermediation". T.R. 

Halvorson and Reva Basch, describing the situation from a legal information specialist's 

point of view, recount that after a time when they had done searches exclusively themselves 

they started to train their customers to do their own searches. As of 2000, they observed that 

by that time the end users did most searches by themselves, with little or even no training at 

all, and they would just occasionally seek advice from an expert searcher.
122

 In my opinion 

Arnold and Rosen draw the only correct conclusion from the disintermediation trend in 

computer-assisted legal research: they see a need to simplify the search and retrieval process, 

as a widening customer base means that software tools have to progressively become easier 

to use.
123

 

This leads to a more in-depth look at the actual technology used by CALR systems. The 

changes over time have in fact been very modest here. Until the early 1990s, despite decades 

of academic research on the advantages of best-match systems, systems based on the 

Boolean retrieval model were the only search options offered by CALR providers. This 

conservative approach concerning technological innovations was still somewhat in line with 

the general trend observed in commercial information retrieval systems.
124

 Then, however, 

while commercial IR systems in other sectors successfully started implementing best-match 

models
125

 that were more technologically advanced, CALR systems decided to keep relying 

mainly on Boolean retrieval. The global CALR provider Westlaw, for example, added an 

alternative best-match, natural language querying search mode called "Natural Language" in 

1992. Boolean searching (called "Terms and Connectors" by Westlaw), however, was - and 

still is - the default search mode and (therefore) used by a majority of users.
126

 Pointing at the 

non-existent technological development of CALR systems in Europe, Erich Schweighofer 

observed in 1999 that "The retrieval algorithm [...] has not changed very much since the start 

of the first system of Horty"
127

. I will elaborate on those issues surrounding the dominance of 

Boolean retrieval, past experiences with natural language searching, and the reasons for the 

slow technological changes in computer-assisted legal research in more detail below
128

. 

Colin Tapper points out another important issue, brought about by the way the Internet and 
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the World Wide Web have developed simultaneously with a dramatic decrease in the general 

cost of computing: As far as the distribution of non-copyrighted material, especially 

legislative texts and case law go, the development of many less expensive, and sometimes 

completely free, CALR services has become feasible. Many new CALR providers in those 

areas now supplement the traditional commercial CALR services.
129

 Various government-

run websites have been offering legal documents for free for a decade by now.
130

 

International examples of what Robin Widdison calls "second wave CALR systems"
131

 

include, following the prototypical American Cornell Legal Information Institute (LII; 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/), the Australasian Legal Information Institute (AUSTLII; 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/), the British and Irish Legal Information Institute (BAILII; 

http://www.bailii.org/), and the Canadian Legal Information Institute (CanLII; 

http://www.canlii.org/).
132

 As the archives of those free services build up over time, big 

commercial providers of CALR services have to increasingly show that the material that they 

provide on top of publicly available documents is worth the additional investment.
133

 

4.3. The Situation in Austria Today 

CALR systems in Austria basically originated from two different sources.
134

 During the 

1980s, the Austrian Federal Chancellery increasingly served as a coordinator for electronic 

legal documentation projects in Austria. In the early 1990s, an initiative to build up a 

complete database of Austrian federal legislation was started, as well as the comprehensive 

electronic storage of case law from Austria's three High courts.
135

 On the commercial front, 

the biggest Austrian legal publisher Manz created a limited company in 1982, the RDB 

Rechtsdatenbank ["RDB legal database"], in order to prepare the electronic distribution of 

legal print publications. All subsequent efforts to make the RDB CALR system operational 

came from private companies. Some of the big Austrian legal publishers started to load 

leftover data from their printed products onto a mainframe computer in 1986.
136

 Up until 

2006, the RDB system (http://www.rdb.at) continued to be the de-facto monopolist 
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concerning the electronic distribution of secondary legal sources in Austria. While the public 

RIS system was comprehensively providing legislation and case law for free on the Web, the 

RDB system was the only service to provide electronic access to a wide range of legal 

journals, and a growing number of legal commentaries.
137

 The CALR landscape in Austria 

gradually changed around 2006 due to the acquisition of two legal publishers by LexisNexis. 

LexisNexis gradually withdrew the RDB the rights to its newly acquired legal texts, and now 

offers those documents on its own LexisNexis CALR service (http://www.lexisnexis.at). 

Free Services in Austria 

Initially, the objectives of the government-run Austrian Legal Information System RIS 

were defined as to provide "up-to-date, comprehensive, inexpensive legal information in an 

electronic format" to state organs and the public.
138

 In 1997, the Federal Chancellery as the 

coordinator of this service decided to turn the RIS system, which had previously been 

accessible for free only to the public administration, into a free Web service 

(http://www.ris.bka.gv.at), available to everyone. As Elisabeth Staudegger correctly 

observes, the free service that the RIS system provides in Austria today is of an outstanding 

quality in an international context.
139

 So far, none of the commercial CALR providers have 

even tried to compete with RIS in the area of primary legal sources by providing some kind 

of added value. In the area of case law from Austria's supreme courts, the RIS system even 

provides free access to all headnote documents that have been created by the High courts. 

4.4. The Situation in the United Kingdom Today 

Richard Susskind observes that until the late 1980s it was a rarity in the United 

Kingdom to see a terminal or a PC on a lawyer's desk. This is not to say that there were no 

IT applications for legal research purposes at all, but they literally stayed in the back office. 

Specifically built terminals to access CALR systems were usually located in legal 

libraries.
140

 Today, the two main contenders for computer-assisted legal research services in 

the UK are LexisNexis and Westlaw UK.
141

 In fact, those two companies do not only 

compete against each other on the UK market, but they are also "the heavyweights of legal 
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research" in the United States.
142

 For a few years, each of the two has been owned by a 

multinational corporation, LexisNexis by Reed-Elsevier (who in turn own UK publisher 

Butterworths) and Westlaw by Thomson (who in turn own UK publisher Sweet & Maxwell). 

This increasingly influences the range of materials offered by the two services, also resulting 

in the withdrawal of rights to each other's data.
143

 Speaking of this related landscape in UK 

legal publishing, Cook has referred to the "general trend over the past few years towards the 

Butterworths / Sweet & Maxwell duopoly", resulting in a reduced range of resources.
144

 

LexisNexis (http://www.lexisnexis.co.uk) was launched in the United Kingdom in 

1980,
145

 it was in fact the first general CALR service that was offered to legal professionals 

in the UK.
146

 It originated out of the first international connection of the American 

LexisNexis service which was made to the UK legal publisher Butterworths.
147

 Today, the 

LexisNexis service - in terms of secondary legal sources - holds the full texts of LexisNexis 

Butterworths titles, along with journals from some other publishers.
148

 After having 

evaluated the latest LexisNexis platform, Janice Edwards summarises that LexisNexis offers 

a "good service". Access "isn't cheap, but you do get a lot of Butterworths commentary, as 

well as updated legislation and cases."
149

 

The Westlaw UK CALR system (http://www.westlaw.co.uk) was launched in 1999.
150

 

After that, it rapidly became one of the most heavily used sources in online legal research. 

Legislation, case law, journal archives and general legal news are provided as well as access 

to UK, EU and US information.
151

 What Westlaw UK does is that it uses the US-based 

Westlaw's retrieval system infrastracture in conjunction with data provided by UK publisher 

Sweet & Maxwell. As we see it with LexisNexis, the full texts of publicly available 

legislation and case law are being combined with a range of publications from a big UK 

legal publisher.
152

 Just as Butterworths publications do not appear electronically in Westlaw 
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UK, texts published by Sweet & Maxwell do not appear in the LexisNexis service.
153

 One 

legal information professional who took part in a study done by Thomas Shaw mentioned 

that the entry of Westlaw into the UK market had brought "significant improvements" 

among large commercial CALR resources generally, especially concerning functionality and 

pricing policies.
154

 

HeinOnline (http://www.heinonline.org) was introduced by William S. Hein & Co., an 

American legal publisher, in 2000. Since then, it has become popular in the United Kingdom 

as well. HeinOnline contains the full texts from a large number of legal journals.
155

 Unlike 

other services, however, it provides access to digital reproductions of each page - that is, it 

offers full text searchable PDF images. Many law reviews are available from the beginning 

of their runs. The search facilities offered by HeinOnline are not as flexible as those offered 

by LexisNexis and Westlaw, but the extensive coverage is an extremely valuable addition to 

traditional CALR services.
156

 

Free Services in the UK 

Just like in other countries, the raw texts of primary sources of law, that is the 

legislation and the case law in the United Kingdom, are not the property of legal publishers 

or CALR providers.
157

 The UK movement of publishing case law on the Internet was led by 

the House of Lords who since 1996 has made its own judgments available on the Parliament 

website (http://www.parliament.uk).
158

 During the same year Her Majesty's Stationery Office 

(HMSO) started publishing new legislation online. Legislation dating back to 1988 was 

subsequently added to the website a few years later. Only having current and historical 

versions of legislative changes online was, however, only of limited practical value. Having 

an exhaustive archive of historical legislation, but also a database which shows the law in 

force, with all amendments taken into consideration, is what was really needed in practice. 

The Statute Law Database (SLD; http://www.statutelaw.gov.uk) partly solves this problem. 

The idea of such a system had first been put up for discussion as early as 1991, at the end of 

2006 the system was finally released to the public.
159

 Being a free online service, the UK 
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Statute Law Database is now the official revised edition of the primary legislation of the 

United Kingdom.
160

 Commentators say that even though the SLD cannot yet compete with 

the commercial CALR services, it does still provide an excellent free alternative.
161

 The 

already mentioned
162

 British and Irish Legal Information Institute (BAILII; 

http://www.bailii.org/) website has to be elaborated on as well. BAILII recognised the public 

nature of primary sources of law, but also the proliferation of websites offering different 

document collections. Since its launch in 2000, BAILII has performed a particularly useful 

service by becoming a one-stop-shop for both UK legislation and case law.
163

 Sharing his 

view on the future of BAILII, Trustee Philip Leith argues that the service will continue to be 

successful because "there is a considerable amount of goodwill amongst the judiciary and the 

profession, as well as amongst all those many users of legal information who cannot 

presently afford the costs of commercial systems"
164

. 

4.5. Selected Issues 

CALR Evaluations 

When the first full text retrieval systems were developed, many thought that there was 

nothing else to invent in the area of information retrieval, and that the ultimate solution to 

any retrieval problem had been found. In 1985, David Blair and M. E. Maron
165

 reported on 

a large-scale study of full text retrieval for litigation support using the Boolean-based IBM 

STAIRS system. The study showed that full text retrieval did not live up to these irrational 

expectations.
166

 The retrieval experiment was unique because it took place in a realistic 

operational environment. Searchers were told to keep searching until they located - in their 

own opinion, that was - at least 75% of all relevant documents.
167

 The study involved a 

manual review of 350,000 pages (40,000 documents) of electronic text for the purpose of 

relevance assessments. It turned out that the legal professionals in the study greatly 

overestimated the effectiveness of the Boolean search system concerning finding relevant 
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documents in response to their full text searches.
168

 Attorneys and paralegals using the full 

text system, who believed that they were retrieving at least 75% of all relevant documents 

using STAIRS, were shown to be retrieving at best only 20%.
169

 Irrespective of to what 

degree exactly the Blair and Maron study on a litigation support system was relevant to 

computer-assisted legal research systems as well, Jon Bing emphasised right away that the 

time had come to reassess full text document retrieval as a legal research tool.
170

 The Blair 

and Maron study and especially its conclusions also did start off a passionate debate on the 

effectiveness of large-scale full text retrieval systems in general.
171

 

In 1986, Daniel Dabney published "The curse of Thamus"
172

 in the American "Law 

Library Journal". He essentially argued that the findings of Blair and Maron, even though the 

study had involved a litigation support and not a CALR system, should also be taken 

extremely seriously by the CALR community. Dabney observed that the existence of 

significant differences between litigation support systems and CALR applications was in fact 

doubtful. He conceded that only another experiment could really tell for sure, but argued that 

"for the time being, the similarities between the two kinds of systems appear to be much 

greater than their differences". His remark "The proponents of full-text searching now bear 

the burden of showing that the finding does not apply to CALR." was particularly powerful 

in my opinion.
173

 "The Curse of Thamus" instantly touched off a spirited debate in the "Law 

Library Journal", and contributions from both LexisNexis
174

 and Westlaw
175

 disputed the 

applicability of the Blair and Maron findings to CALR systems. The representatives of the 

CALR providers argued that the low recall levels found in the STAIRS study were due to the 

wide variety in language that occurs in litigation support documents. As a result of the more 

"standardized vocabulary"
176

 in the case law world, higher recall values were to be expected 

in CALR evaluations than those that had been found in the STAIRS study. In a response to 

those critics Dabney later cited a pilot study by himself that yielded even lower recall levels 

of 11.4% for LexisNexis (then just called "Lexis") and 19.7% for Westlaw, and precision 
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levels of 26.1% for Lexis and 26.9% for Westlaw.
177

 Looking back, it was the research of 

Blair and Maron and especially "The Curse of Thamus" that pointed out that recall with 

Boolean searching is much lower than expert searchers believe it to be, also in computer-

assisted legal research. Even though the two big US CALR providers had initially tried to 

dispute Blair's and Maron's, as well as Dabney's findings, in the early 1990s both companies 

provided their users with a ranked retrieval search mode. The addition of that second search 

mode implicitly acknowledged the possibility of improving Boolean CALR retrieval 

techniques.
178

 Furthermore, in a 1996 article, David Blair also mentioned personal 

communication by which he had been told that internal studies done by Westlaw had in fact 

corroborated the low recall levels initially found by Blair, Maron and Dabney.
179

 

Summing up, we can establish that even though CALR providers do not usually tell us 

that, decades of information retrieval research have shown that the ability to retrieve all 

relevant documents (100% recall) from any given electronic document collection, also a 

legal one, is an unachievable goal.
180

 That makes the assumption of many CALR users that 

present-day search methodology will find "all" or "nearly all" available documents nothing 

but an illusion.
181

 

Dominance of Boolean Retrieval 

We have already seen that Boolean search is still to some degree prevalent in general 

commercial settings, but it is only in computer-assisted legal research where it in fact still 

constitutes the main search technology used. We will now look at that situation in more 

detail. Amy Landville and Carl Meyer name three reasons for the prevalence of Boolean 

retrieval models: The implementation of a Boolean search engine is straightforward. The 

processing of queries works fast. Third, Boolean models scale well to very large document 

collections, which renders hosting a growing collection easy: In terms of programming 

things simply stay the same, only storage and parallel processing capabilities need to be 

increased.
182

 Another reason might be that IR service providers did initially make respectable 
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investments in Boolean-based retrieval.
183

 

When we turn more specifically to Boolean computer-assisted legal research systems, 

we can start off by observing that result lists in Boolean-based CALR systems are usually 

ordered in reverse chronological order, which means that the most recent documents are 

displayed first.
184

 Even developers of best-match retrieval models for CALR systems have 

accorded that this kind of ordering is "surprisingly effective" for legal materials as more 

recent documents often modify or interpret earlier ones.
185

 In my opinion, however, a 

conceivable conclusion laid out by Paul Thompson concerning this prevalence of Boolean 

systems in CALR would not be appropriate. One could argue, Thompson says, that the 

ranked retrieval of best-match systems is simply not applicable for carefully selected and 

manually augmented "premium content" in computer-assisted legal research systems, as 

opposed to extremely diverse document collections like the World Wide Web.
186

 

In fact, the proposition that I will put forward shortly that novel relevance ranking 

techniques could improve traditional Boolean-based computer-assisted legal research 

systems directly opposes such an explanation. After having looked at some of the identified 

shortcomings of Boolean CALR systems, you should be able to better follow my reasoning. 

Shortcomings of Boolean Retrieval in CALR 

Carol Bast and Ransford Pyle presume that the most important fact for a researcher to 

understand when using a Boolean computer-assisted legal research system is that a relevant 

document must exactly match the search query in order to be retrieved.
187

 In other words, the 

searcher has to come up with a query that selects as much as possible of the relevant 

material, but at the same time excludes as much as possible of the non-relevant documents. 

Most users grossly underestimate the difficulty of that task brought about by the literalness 

of Boolean CALR systems.
188

 The search interfaces that are traditionally associated with 

Boolean queries often do not provide a lot of help in that respect. A level of understanding of 

Boolean logic is presupposed that the general users simply do not possess.
189

 Constructing 

Boolean queries using AND operators to link individual query terms often brings back very 
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few or no relevant documents, while queries with many OR operators tend to retrieve large 

volumes of documents, because of out-of-context occurrences of search terms in the 

documents' texts. Striking the right balance turns out to be an extremely difficult task.
190

 To 

put it in more formal terms: A Boolean-based CALR system uses the existence or absence of 

individual search terms within a document to make a binary relevance judgement: If one 

query term - even out of many - happens to not be present in a document, that document is 

thought to be totally irrelevant to the query.
191

 

Experiences with Natural Language Querying and Ranked Retrieval 

Despite its shortcomings, Boolean retrieval formed the sole basis of commercial 

computer-assisted legal research systems up to the 1980s. In the early 1990s, the two major 

systems Westlaw and LexisNexis began to offer ranked retrieval options in addition to 

traditional Boolean retrieval.
192

 Those systems actually pre-dated the widespread use of the 

Internet. Westlaw's system is called WIN (Westlaw Is Natural), LexisNexis' one Freestyle.
193

 

The way those systems are implemented is by coupling natural language input with best-

match search techniques.
194

 As regards the natural language querying part of those systems, 

however, some caution is in order. It is quite easy to set up a system that simply removes so-

called "function words" (such as "the", or "a") from an initial query, and runs a very 

conventional search using the remaining, more content-bearing query terms.
195

 Paul 

Thompson notes a somewhat ironic situation: Both Westlaw and LexisNexis, who have 

given their users the choice of using ranked retrieval instead of the default Boolean search, 

have found that the vast majority of users have preferred to stay with Boolean retrieval.
196

 

The irony comes from the fact that this does not mean that Boolean systems are more 

effective for professional searchers.
197

 Experimenting on a Westlaw sub collection, Howard 

Turtle found that "on average a current generation natural language system provides better 

retrieval performance than expert searchers using a Boolean retrieval system when searching 
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full text legal materials."
198

 Maybe it was because he was already aware of some of the 

issues that I will elaborate on shortly
199

 that Turtle held that "despite the strong performance 

of natural language searching, Boolean query languages will not disappear anytime soon."
200

 

Morris Cohen and Kent Olsen give a general overview about the situation on the American 

versions of both LexisNexis and Westlaw today, even though they only explicitly mention 

Westlaw: Two basic methods of searching are being offered: natural language, and Boolean. 

When using the "natural language" option, not all query terms will necessarily appear in 

every document retrieved. It is possible, however, to define "required terms" that must 

appear in all documents.
201

 As regards the UK versions of the two databases, the option of 

natural language searches continues to be offered by Westlaw. On the LexisNexis CALR 

system, however, it is no longer available.
202

 

4.6. Reasons for the Slow Technological Change in 

CALR 

At first sight, this ongoing reluctance to implement new, more sophisticated search 

technology in CALR systems seems odd. The economic environment of CALR systems 

should in fact be fostering technological development. Clients of legal researchers are used 

to being charged for high quality research. Therefore automated research tools that save time 

and / or produce better search results should be easy to justify.
203

 Financial performance 

figures also indicate that the legal information business is quite profitable.
204

 Big American 

law firms, after all, pay as much as $4 million a year for access to Westlaw and 

LexisNexis.
205

 We might therefore be tempted to think that the CALR business should in fact 

be the very first place where big technological innovations take place in terms of search 

technology. I have come to the conclusion that a whole mix of reasons is responsible for the 

fact that quite the contrary has been the case. After observing that there is a lot of room for 

improvement in the Boolean retrieval systems of LexisNexis and Westlaw, Daniel Dabney 
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first mentions that possible improvements might be expensive to implement. Besides that, it 

is the responsibility of users to "bring pressure to bear" in terms of technological 

innovations.
206

 Robert Berring shares a candid revelation made to him by a CALR vendor 

representative. Making big investments in the search technology used in CALR systems 

could demonstrably improve the retrieval performance. The representative pointed out, 

however, that the system users were in fact not complaining about the retrieval performance, 

but only about the difficulty of using the system, and its cost. Therefore, from the provider's 

point of view, the introduction of a new layer of difficulty for the user that might also lead to 

additional costs "would be counterproductive. The money would be better spent in 

marketing."
207

 Furthermore, we must not forget that any legal research support tool has to 

take the potential liability for bad expert advice into consideration. As an intellectually 

demanding process, legal research is an activity for which legal professionals can be held 

liable if they perform it inadequately. Document retrieval plays an essential part in that 

activity. If a CALR system looks "smart", or is marketed as being "intelligent", it might give 

the searcher a false sense of security, which is what the providers want to avoid.
208

 Also, we 

can note that even critics of the Boolean-based CALR systems admit that for certain 

functions, those systems perform superbly. Searching for cases by using unique terms like 

the name of a particular judge, a particular date or a particular court brings back excellent 

results.
209

 Finally, also in all situations when Boolean CALR systems do not function well at 

all, in principle Boolean operators and Boolean retrieval make it easy for users to understand 

why a particular document is retrieved, or is not retrieved. Best-match systems give better 

retrieval performance, but they are much more difficult to explain to the ones using them.
210

 

Summing up, I want to say that the resulting situation has been a truly sad one in my 

opinion. The ongoing choice of further relying on Boolean search systems seems to be made 

entirely for the wrong reasons: Users are not aware of better search technology that is "out 

there", and providers are aware of it, but choose to ignore it because of the risks involved and 

the nonexistent pressure to adopt more sophisticated technology. 
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5.  Citations and Legal Research 

Fred Shapiro observes that legal communication effectively consists of nothing but two 

principal components: words and citations.
211

 Citations are used to incorporate the language 

and power of one source in another one. Case law usually contains citation links to other 

case law as well as to legislation. Secondary sources usually cite other secondary sources, as 

well as case law and legislation.
212

 What this means is that legal sources are in fact partly 

self-indexing, or chained. It is the interpretative process of legal professionals that is needed 

to understand this complex network of material, and to harmonise it. Jon Bing points out that 

legal sources therefore have, just like a textbook, a double nature: Besides their nature as a 

legal source, they also serve as an information system, and help with the retrieval of related 

relevant legal sources.
213

 We have already looked at some basic differences between 

common and civil/continental jurisdictions
214

. Those differences, even though they might be 

smaller than expected in practice, still echo themselves in the availability and sophistication 

of citation-based legal research tools that are available to legal professionals in both legal 

systems.
215

 Generally, the use of citation-based techniques is more developed in common 

law systems than in civil ones today. It is specifically the area of case law in common 

jurisdictions where the importance of legal citations is already extremely high in legal 

research. According to legal professionals, going to court citing an "outdated case" is 

arguably the most embarrassing experience one can make as a practising lawyer.
216

 We will 

now therefore specifically look at the traditional and contemporary ways of retrieving case 

law in common jurisdictions. As I am going to propose the more extensive use of legal 

citations for relevance ranking purposes, I want to cover all existing uses of citations in legal 

research first. We will also look at possible other uses of citations within legal texts in the 

chapter on legal citation analysis
217

. There will be only little overlap, though, because in the 

current chapter we restrict ourselves to the role that legal citations already play in 
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contemporary legal research, not covering more extensive uses. 

5.1. The Traditional Legal Retrieval Pattern 

Stephen Marx describes what he calls the "traditional retrieval pattern" in case law 

research: After lawyers have collected the facts concerning the legal problem of their clients, 

they begin their search through the available tools to find relevant case law materials.
218

 

Having found one or more cases on point legal professionals start what has been described as 

"chaining"
 219

, or "footnote chasing" and "citation searching"
220

. Researchers of all scientific 

areas do that, but the activity is of particular significance in common law legal research: The 

notion of precedence implies that the relationships among cases - laid out by the citations 

between them - are of exceptional importance. Decisions of current cases most often need to 

be justified in terms of past decisions involving "similar" circumstances. Colin Tapper's 

description of common citation-based research procedures in law hints at the reality that this 

special nature of legal citations is in fact not restricted to common jurisdictions: If lawyers 

know that a current case addresses topics that they are interested in, they use citations in that 

case to look for recent material which may not have made it into legal commentaries like 

textbooks yet. Also, if a textbook, or an encyclopaedia, includes a "Table of Cases", lawyers 

use a known case to find the part of the publication relevant to their legal problem at hand.
221

 

Specific tools and services have been created in common jurisdictions with the aim of 

assisting attorneys in this kind of research. So-called citator services allow users to examine 

the whole list of citations that directly reference to a given case.
222

 

5.2. Legal Citators 

The practice of gaining legal authority through including citations dates back to at least 

the eleventh century, but the development of so-called legal citation indexes did not start 

until the early nineteenth century.
223

 As the volume of cases grew exponentially, lawyers 

found it increasingly difficult to monitor the precedential value of cases just by themselves. 

Whenever they had found a relevant case, lawyers needed to determine whether it was still 
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"good law". The questions that they needed to find answers to were: "Had the case at hand 

been explicitly cited as precedent by subsequent cases?", "Were there no citations by 

subsequent cases to it at all?" or had it - and this was usually the worst case - been 

"overruled" by a later case?
224

 Looking back
225

, we might notice at this point that it was in 

fact simply the threat of "information overload" in case law that led to the development of 

legal citation indexes. Shepard's system of citators were the first widespread legal citation 

indexes and have become a familiar research aid for US lawyers. In 1873, Frank Shepard 

began to print citations to Illinois Supreme Court cases on gummed paper so that his 

subscribers could paste them into their law reports volumes. Eventually, Shepard's Citations 

Inc. expanded and published indexes that list subsequent citations to all US state and federal 

judicial decisions, statutes, and even other legal sources. By 1985, Fred Shapiro observed 

that diverse sources like "administrative regulations, court rules, law review articles, 

American Law Institute Restatements of the Law, and patents and trademarks" were all 

covered by Shepard's.
226

 The original strips had eventually turned into printed red volumes of 

Shepard's citators, and those red books used to be found in every American law library 

before computer-assisted versions of Shepard's started to provide a more comfortable 

alternative.
227

 Due to its de-facto monopoly, the word citator was long exclusively associated 

with the publications of Shepard's Citations in the minds of American lawyers.
228

 Today, 

Shepard's information is available electronically on the US version of LexisNexis as well as 

in print, and the US CALR provider Westlaw has a competing electronic resource, KeyCite, 

that provides a similar citator service.
229

 KeyCite, however, is only available electronically, 

therefore Shepard's Citations is the only choice for researchers who still want to use print 

citators.
230

 

Overview about Legal Citators 

Focusing on the purposes and uses of legal citators now, we can start off by observing 

that the legal citator is one example of a general class of tools known as "citation indexes". 

Fred Shapiro postulates that the citator is "among the crucial tools for legal research". It lists 
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subsequent sources that have cited a source, which allows researchers to not only verify the 

authority of a precedent but also to find additional sources relating to a given subject.
231

 

Morris Cohen and Kent Olson identify three major functions of legal citators, no matter 

whether they are used electronically or in print: 

1. They provide parallel citations for the decision at hand and references to other proceedings 

in the same case, which allows a researcher to trace a case's judicial history. 

2. They indicate if a subsequent case has overruled, limited, or otherwise diminished a case's 

precedent, which is the information that researchers need in order to find out whether a case 

is still "good law". 

3. Their comprehensive listing network leads not only to later citing cases, but also to 

secondary legal sources, which enables researchers to find related cases and to trace the 

development of a legal doctrine forward from a known case to the present.
232

 

We will look at those functions of legal citators in more detail now. Before doing so, 

however, I want to point out that we should not overestimate the importance of the limitation 

that the two big citator services Shepard's and KeyCite are only available on US CALR 

systems. Even though Shepard's and KeyCite do not have direct counterparts, there are tools 

available for finding later cases that have made a reference to earlier decisions, at least in 

other common law countries. In the United Kingdom, "Current Law" is a service useful for 

both finding and updating cases. The Current Law Case Citator enables users to check the 

judicial history of a case and to see where it has been reported. For those cases that have 

been judicially considered, the effects of later cases are indicated and put into categories like 

"overruled", "applied" or "considered".
233

 

Citators for Verifying the Authority of a Precedent 

Especially in common law jurisdictions, attorneys regard it as a "courtroom dilemma" 

to cite a decided case in court which has been overruled or reversed by a later authority. By 

using Shepard's or KeyCite to find references in a later authority to an earlier one, this can be 

avoided. Margaret Elliott and Rob Kling therefore rightly refer to the procedure of using a 

legal citator as being "imperative to avoid courtroom embarrassment or malpractice suits"
234

. 

In other words, before they rely on a case, attorneys must verify its current validity. 

Traditionally that was done by checking printed volumes of Shepard's Citations, as a result 
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the checking process is sometimes still referred to as "shepardizing".
235

 

It is obvious that the way in which a case is treated when it is subsequently judicially 

considered has a direct effect on its importance and reliability.
236

 J. Armstrong and 

Christopher Knott put this elegantly when they say: "The text of a case is not dynamic, but 

its significance is."
237

 Shepard's therefore indicates how a particular court opinion is legally 

interpreted by the subsequently decided cases that cite it.
238

 The treatment analysis that 

Shepard's provides ranges from strong negative ("overruled") to strong positive ("followed"). 

Between those two poles, we find a spectrum of potentially cautionary negative analysis 

(such as "criticized" and "distinguished") and more neutral analysis (including "explained" 

and "harmonized").
239

 Attorneys are in fact hired and trained by the Shepard's Company to 

content-analyze court opinions for Shepard's Citations, a process that the company refers to 

as "letter editing".
240

 LexisNexis' citator service KeyCite provides a similar service and also 

gives information as to how each citation to the current case was treated.
241

 

Citators for Subject Searching 

The main commercial purpose of Shepard's Citations might be the one I just described, 

to provide legal professionals with information about the legal authority of a case.
242

 Expert 

legal researchers, however, use Shepard's and KeyCite not only to validate cases but also as a 

research device to find cases.
243

 In fact, they even use them as research tools to collect 

various sources relating to a particular subject.
244

 The principle that stands behind using a 

citator as a source finding tool is that, for example, a case that cites to an earlier case "must 

logically discuss the same legal issue as that for which it cites the earlier case". 

Consequently, by following the citations of a case for a particular point legal researchers can 

make out other cases on that point.
245

 Cohen and Olson describe this use of citators as 
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"providing one of the most effective ways to find sources for further research"
246

. 

Potential Problems and Evaluations 

When thinking about potential issues when making use of legal citators, we have to 

keep in mind that the signals and editorial guidances that both KeyCite and Shepard's 

provide "are just tools for the researcher, not authoritative statements of the law". Cohen and 

Olson conclude, as a legal research rule, that reading a citing document and finding out for 

oneself its scope and effect must not be substituted by using a citator.
247

 Similarly Armstrong 

and Knott maintain that even though all citators provide some kind of judgment regarding 

what the purpose of the citation for (some) citing cases is, researchers "must not rely on 

these". They explain that the rules that are applied by the citators so that they can provide 

editorial treatment analysis have caused individual choices with which few researchers 

would actually agree.
248

 It is not necessarily a human choice that is responsible that treatment 

signals are attached to cases, they might also have been assigned by automated language 

analysis. Undoubtedly, however, citators can be helpful as a starting place in order to decide 

which cases to look at first.
249

 Daniel Dabney tries to explain those limitations of citators 

from the perspective of the service provider. Individual legal researchers often do not agree 

among themselves concerning the exact way in which one case treats another one by citing 

it. As a consequence, there is no way that any CALR citator system could come up with 

generalisations that all researchers can agree with. Therefore, he concludes, citator services 

should not be relied upon exclusively, even though they provide great assistance to 

researchers.
250

 For a strikingly long time, no one actually tested the reliability of Shepard's. 

In 2000, James Spriggs and Thomas Hansford finally observed that as "the reliability and 

validity of Shepard's is unknown, [...] we should therefore be appropriately sceptical of it." 

They went on to empirically test the reliability of Shepard's and to discuss the validity of its 

coding protocols. What they found was that Shepard's coding of legal treatment was "quite 

reliable".
251

 After having tested the reliability of Shepard's Citations analysis of American 

Supreme Court opinions again, the two researchers found in 2008 that "Shepard's data on the 
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positive and negative interpretation of precedent are highly reliable".
252

 

Citators and Computer-Assisted Legal Research 

In some respects, the history of citator-like information and CALR actually begins 

before the computerisation of citator services. Colin Tapper recounts a much more radical 

approach to the retrieval of legal information than a citator-like service that was envisioned 

mainly at the beginning of the 1970s. At least in common law jurisdictions, it seemed 

feasible to actually derive meaning merely from the use of a document. In other words, the 

resemblance between documents by reference to common citation patterns was supposed to 

build the basis of the retrieval of legal documents. The reasoning behind that idea - which we 

still encounter today - was that two documents which both cite the same authorities and are 

themselves cited by the same authorities, are likely to have a lot in common with regards to 

their content.
253

 As this radical idea of relying solely on citations for indexing purposes, 

however, did fade without further influencing the history of legal citators, we do not look at 

it more closely. 

In 1975, LexisNexis offered the first online citation system, Auto-Cite, to subscribers in 

certain regions of the United States. Westlaw responded in 1980 by making Shepard's 

Citations available online, which can be regarded as the beginning of a race between the two 

companies concerning the electronic availability of legal citation information.
254

 In the 

1990s, LexisNexis acquired a remaining portion of Shepard's that it had not already owned 

before, and was thereby able to withdraw Westlaw the rights to provide access to Shepard's. 

Since then, Shepard's has been a service exclusive to LexisNexis, and Westlaw had to 

develop its own citator service.
255

 The resulting KeyCite service was released in August 

1997. Like Shepard's it can be used to trace case histories, retrieve secondary sources, find 

cases that cited the case at hand, and categorize citations by legal issue.
256

 Since then, legal 

researchers have consequently had a choice between two online citators, the Shepard's 

system available exclusively on LexisNexis, and the KeyCite system unique to Westlaw.
257

 

The positive effects of merging computers and legal research become especially apparent 

when we look at the just mentioned electronic citator services. Already in 1993, Patty Ogden 
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observed that legal research had benefited greatly from online access to legal citation 

information.
258

 This becomes extremely obvious when we contrast the manual shepardizing 

procedure with the electronic one. Manual shepardization is a time-consuming process that is 

prone to omissions.
259

 The time, patience, and effort it requires in truth makes it rare that it is 

done thoroughly. CALR shepardization, on the other hand, makes looking up citations easy 

and fast to a degree that makes it much more likely that researchers persevere in it.
260

 But 

this is in fact just one of the advantages that electronic citators have over the printed version 

of Shepard's Citations. Because space is basically an infinite resource in an electronic 

environment, names of publications and case treatments are spelled out rather than being 

abbreviated as in the print product. The searching of multiple volumes is also unnecessary, 

as the citing entries are compiled into one single listing. This includes the covered 

jurisdictions, as the coverage - unlike with the print version of Shepard's - is not divided into 

separate state and regional citators. The retrieval of specific treatments of headnote numbers 

is easily done, no scanning of lengthy lists of citations is necessary. Finally, hyperlinks make 

it possible to directly jump from the online citator to the text of citing cases.
261

 As a 

consequence, Halvorson and Basch, after having interviewed various legal information 

professionals, concluded already in 2000 that legal researchers unanimously preferred online 

citators for validating case law.
262
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6. Developing a Proposition 

In 1993 Teresa Pritchard-Schoch writes 

 

"As many legal researchers have noted, relevancy ranking is not as important in legal 

document retrieval [as in general document retrieval] - a perfect case, in terms of relevance, 

has little, if any, value if a subsequent statute has been enacted, or if the Supreme Court has 

reversed the case."
263

 

 

I think that the conclusion that Pritchard-Schoch and those who share her opinion draw 

is wrong. In my opinion, because Boolean systems are still so prevalent in CALR, relevance 

ranking is even more important here than in other search domains. What Pritchard-Schoch 

correctly points out is that legal relevance ranking, rather than merely copying general 

relevance ranking techniques, has to specifically address the challenges that legal document 

collections entail. My view is in agreement with Graham Greenleaf's observation that one of 

the most "user friendly" developments in computer-assisted legal research has been the 

relevance ranking of result lists.
264

 "Very large legal web sites like CanLII, BAILII or 

AustLIl", Greenleaf holds, "would be far more difficult to use if they could not offer to the 

general public an "any of these words" search with relevance ranked results."
265

 

Marie-Francine Moens states that current computer-assisted legal research systems 

provide users with the ability to search the full texts of stored documents. What current 

systems do not do, however, is to use "structured information", like citations, for best-match 

retrieval or relevance ranking purposes.
266

 Based on this observation, I develop a proposition 

in the area of relevance ranking for computer-assisted legal research systems. Current 

ranking methods used by Boolean commercial CALR systems do not make use of human 

judgments inherent in legal citations.  

I propose that the use of citation analysis concepts could improve the relevance ranking 

of those systems. 

A whole number of overlapping scientific areas have been analysing link structures
267

in 

the sense of interconnections between documents. Citations constitute the prototypical way 

of connecting documents to each other. We will therefore take a closer look at three areas 
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that deal with interrelated document collections in the next section so that I will be able to 

develop my proposition into a testable hypothesis. 
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SECTION II - ELEMENTS OF A THEORY 

7.  Developments in Web Search 

It was largely due to the possibility to publish content with essentially no control of 

authorship that has led to the explosive growth of the World Wide Web. Ironically, this 

characteristic turned out to be the biggest challenge that Web search engines had to face, 

trying to make the Web's content searchable and retrievable.
268

 The nature of the Web 

implies that we are in fact not really capable of saying how big it exactly is.
269

 As early as 

1998, Krishna Bharat and Andrei Broder observed that even though questions like "How 

many pages are out there and how many are indexed?" are of eminent scientific and public 

interest, few ways of objective and direct evaluation have been proposed.
270

 Consequently, 

we have to content ourselves with extremely gross estimations. Those estimations, however, 

are still quite illustrative. In 2008, Google announced that its systems that process links on 

the Web to search for and find new content had hit a milestone: the so-called "index of 

unique Web addresses" had counted 1 trillion (= one million million or 1,000,000,000,000) 

unique URLs (Uniform Resource Locators).
271

 But not only the sheer size of the World Wide 

Web causes challenges for Web search. We have to examine the typical Web search user as 

well. No matter how we feel about CALR and other specialised information retrieval areas, 

we can establish that the users of those systems are typically professionals in their fields. 

Often, they also have at least some basic training in the art of phrasing queries, and they 

usually understand what the main characteristics of the collections that they are searching 

are. Web search users, on the other hand, usually do not know, and do not care, about the 

characteristics of query languages, the art of phrasing queries, and the diversity of web 

content.
272

 Unfortunately, publicly available large-scale studies using query log data are 

already several years old. There are, however, no indications that major changes have 
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occurred in the meantime. Studying a query log made up of approximately 1 billion entries 

for search requests in 1999, Craig Silverstein and others observed that for 85% of the queries 

users only viewed the first result screen. Also, 77% of the sessions contained only 1 query, 

which means that the users did not modify their initial queries in those sessions.
273

 

Summarising the result of a study using a smaller, but different query log in 2001, Amanda 

Spink and others recognise that "a great majority of Web queries posed by the public are 

short, not much modified, and very simple in structure. Very few queries incorporate 

advanced search features, and when they do half of them are mistakes."
274

 

At first, Web search engines made use of the classic model of information retrieval. 

Whether or not a document was relevant to a query, and how a returned document was 

ranked, depended exclusively on the document itself.
275

 In other words, the first Web search 

engines used techniques for retrieval, including relevance ranking, that were based only on 

statistics of words in the document texts. One difference between traditional search engines 

and Web search engines that has originated quite early, however, is that popular search 

engines treat all queries without explicit connectors as "AND queries", as opposed to 

traditional information retrieval systems. In traditional IR environments, queries without 

operators are often still interpreted as "OR queries". As connecting query terms with AND 

operators is one way to reduce the length of result lists, this was in fact a first attempt to deal 

with sprawling result lists resulting from the sheer size of the Web.
276

 Still, that search based 

solely on text techniques performed very poorly in the Web environment became obvious 

very soon.
277

 This changed in 1998, when Google and with it so-called "link analysis" hit the 

Web search and information retrieval scene.
278

 

7.1. Basic Technology: Link Analysis 

Independently of one another, both Sergey Brin together with Larry Page
279

, and Jon 

Kleinberg
280

 recommended to exploit the hyperlink structure of the World Wide Web to 

improve the quality of Web search engines. Kleinberg described the limitations of a text-
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only approach for IR in the Web environment using a striking example. At the time, the term 

"Harvard" was used by over one million pages on the World Wide Web. Unfortunately, the 

actual website of Harvard University, http://www.harvard.edu, was not a site that used the 

term most often, or most prominently, and also not in any other way that made the site 

succeed with text-based ranking functions.
281

 Today, link analysis scores like those 

introduced by Google are being combined with more traditional information retrieval scores 

by almost all major search engines.
282

 

7.2. Main Use: Ranking 

The process of responding to a Web search query therefore goes well beyond any 

traditional information retrieval model.
283

 Link analysis in Web search is thereby mainly 

used for relevance ranking, that is for the ordering of search results.
284

 We have just covered 

the reasons for which order becomes exceedingly important in Web search: Free text 

searches tend to retrieve very large sets due to the size of the Web. Pretty much no user will 

examine the retrieved result set in detail.
285

 It has become nothing but a necessity for Web 

search engines to use relevance ranking to order the results presented to its users.
286

 

When we adopt a simplified view, a modern Web search engine in a first - invisible - 

step produces a set of relevant Web pages based on the occurrences of terms on those pages. 

Up to that point, the process is quite similar to the way in which current CALR systems with 

text-based relevance ranking capabilities operate.
287

 Ricardo Baeza-Yates and Carlos Castillo 

fittingly describe this first stage as the "easy" step of Web searching. With most Web search 

queries being very broad, thousands of pages usually fulfil the criteria established by the 

entered queries. The "hard" part for the search engine comes next: Ranking the returned 

documents by their relevance and selecting the top hits to present to the user on the first 

results page is much more difficult, but it is also this what decides whether we use a 

particular Web search engine, or not.
288

 

When we adopt a more sophisticated view, we have to look at the two stages of a Web 
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search in terms of two scores that are separately computed and then combined in order to 

arrive at the final relevance ranking scores. Those two scores are the content score and the 

popularity score of a Web page. The content score is, like just implied, comparable to the 

entire search process of traditional IR systems.
289

 Even the computation of this content score 

can already be computationally intensive. To name only one example: Web pages that use a 

query term in their title are usually assigned a higher content score than ones that use a query 

term just in the main text. Overall, search engines already use a complex statistical analysis 

to determine the content score of a Web page, much like natural language search engines do 

in more traditional IR settings.
290

 It goes without saying that the content score of a website is 

so-called query-dependent which means that it is computed by the search engine for each 

individual query after it has been submitted.
291

 The popularity score, on the other hand, is 

often a query-independent value which means that Web search engines assign a score to each 

page independent of any specific query.
292

 The popularity score is derived from an analysis 

of the Web's hyperlink structure. A combination of the content score and the popularity score 

finally leads to an overall score for each relevant Web page. The relevant pages resulting 

from a query are then presented to the user in decreasing order of their overall scores, in 

other words relevance-ranked.
293

 We should keep in mind that due to the complexity of 

relevance ranking systems, even the engineers who developed an individual system would 

have a hard time to explain the precise reason why a particular result list at a particular time 

looks the way it does.
294

 The basic ideas of relevance ranking algorithms, however, are often 

known even for commercial systems if they originated from publicised university or research 

lab work.
295

 This is also the case for Google's popularity score technique PageRank, which 

we will now look at in more detail. 

PageRank 

In their 1998 paper
296

 introducing PageRank, Google's founders Sergey Brin and Larry 

Page described PageRank as "an objective measure of [a Web page's] citation importance 
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that corresponds well with people's subjective idea of importance. Because of this 

correspondence, PageRank is an excellent way to prioritize the results of Web keyword 

searches."
297

 Still today, Google mentions its "breakthrough PageRank
TM

 technology" 

prominently on its website.
298

 The basic reasoning behind PageRank is strikingly simple. A 

Web page to which many hyperlinks point is thought to have higher chances of being 

authoritative on a topic than a page to which few, or no, hyperlinks point.
299

 It is essential, 

however, to be aware of one more basic property of PageRank, namely its recursiveness. 

PageRank takes into consideration whether a page is being linked to by a Web page that has 

many incoming links itself, or by one with only few inlinks. This means that if a Web page is 

linked to by, let's say, http://www.cnn.com, it will have a higher relevance score than a Web 

page linked to by, for example, a personal Website.
300

 Put differently, just counting the 

number of hyperlinks that point to a Web page ignores the fact that the pages that contain the 

hyperlinks can be of very different quality. PageRank therefore follows a so-called recursive 

approach: The PageRank value of a page A depends also on the PageRank values of those 

pages that point to A.
301

 

The Random Surfer 

When we look for metaphors to better understand PageRank values, we can view them 

as numbers that describe "how easy (or difficult) it is to find particular pages by a browsing-

like activity".
302

 Brin and Page themselves introduced
303

 the notion of a random surfer. This 

idealised Web user randomly follows the hyperlink structure of the World Wide Web. 

Whenever he or she arrives at a page with several links to other pages (outlinks), he or she 

chooses any one of them at random, and continues this unplanned clicking process 

indefinitely. It is then the proportion of time that the random surfer spends on a given page in 

the long run that equals the PageRank value of that particular page. Even though the random 

surfer must never hit the "Back" button, he or she will still repeatedly find him- or herself 

returning to those pages that are well-connected to other ones, therefore spending more time 
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on them than on others.
304

 

7.3. The Underlying Assumption 

In 2000, Brian Davison provided empirical evidence that Web pages sharing a link are 

more likely to be topically related than unconnected Web pages.
305

 Connectivity-based 

ranking like that employed by Google's PageRank takes this idea further in order to arrive at 

the following key hypothesis. A hyperlink from a page X to a page Y means that the content 

of page Y is endorsed by the author of page X.
306

 A considerable amount of latent human 

judgement is present in hyperlinks, and that judgement is utilised in order to capture a notion 

of authority, or importance, by connectivity-based ranking algorithms.
307

 Web search engines 

are in a sense free-riding on the information that the people who create and manage web 

pages embed inside their hyperlinks.
308

 Put yet another way, search engines like Google hold 

constant, huge elections, where each Web page votes for its favourite other Web pages, to 

find out which one of them is the most authoritative one.
309

 

7.4. Some Challenges 

Both Brin and Page, and Kleinberg already mentioned potential problems and 

challenges to using connectivity-based algorithms for ranking in their original papers: Our 

intuitive notion of authority that link analysis algorithms try to capture is made up of 

different criteria like relevance and popularity. Kleinberg observes that striking the right 

balance between those criteria is extremely difficult.
310

 Similarly, Brin and Page state that 

"[c]ombining all of this information [that they store about Web pages] into a rank is difficult. 

We designed our ranking function so that no one factor can have too much influence."
311

 It is 

obvious that a Web page that many links point to is popular, but what does that tell us? 

Richard Wiggins states that "popularity does not equate to authenticity, authoritativeness, 

accuracy, or currency. It doesn't even indicate that a source is believed or trusted -- people 
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can link to a source that they distrust or even scorn."
312

 Also, link analysis techniques have to 

take into consideration that huge amounts of hyperlinks can be created automatically by one 

individual.
313

 Yet another observation is that popularity-based ranking algorithms might 

become self-fulfilling prophecies over time: As people mainly select results from the top of 

result lists, they might ultimately only be aware of those pages that appear on the first pages 

of result lists, and therefore link only to them. Like that, pages that are already popular 

remain popular automatically.
314

 

7.5. General Utility of the Approach 

In 1995 Howard Turtle observed that individual legal documents are embedded within a 

larger structure whose main characteristics users understand, but traditional retrieval models 

ignore. He therefore suggested the use of link structure based on citations for computer-

assisted legal research.
315

 As Marie-Francine Moens observes, however, his advice has never 

been followed.
316

 Yet during the same time the importance of Web information retrieval has 

constantly been increasing since the mid-1990s. Researchers in both academia and industry 

have been putting a tremendous amount of research into finding strategies for effective 

search within hyperlinked environments.
317

 I therefore fully agree with Moens. It is at least 

advisable to examine retrieval models based on link analysis carefully in terms of their 

potential use in computer-assisted legal research.
318
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8.  Legal Network Analysis 

We now want to look at the first one of two research areas that are law-specific in 

nature, legal network analysis. We can start off by observing that a huge number of 

constructions and events around us adopt a network organisation. To name but a few, airline 

routes, roadmaps, power grids, the Internet, and the World Wide Web are all characterised 

by their patterns of interconnection.
319

 Graphs, which are structures studied by 

mathematicians, underlie any such concrete network.
320

 Mathematical graph theory has 

therefore become the basis for a truly multidisciplinary approach of studying network 

structures with applications in sociology, the information sciences, the computer sciences, 

and many others. What network graphs stress is that entities are connected to other entities, 

instead of solely existing in isolation.
321

 

Basics of Network Analysis 

In order to develop an understanding of the relationships between various entities 

(individuals, groups, computers, information, and so on), network analysts focus on two 

concepts: They call the entities that they study "nodes", and refer to the connections between 

the nodes as "links".
322

 Jon Kleinberg observes that a network structure can provide us with 

extensive information about the content of an interlinked environment. He further qualifies, 

however, that this only holds true as long as we have effective means of understanding the 

network structure at hand.
323

 Without going into the - partly still controversial - details of 

network analysis, we can establish that while there are various differences between 

individual networks, some general patterns can be observed. Researchers in the field have 

therefore focused on identifying several such patterns.
324

 This is extremely valuable because 

network systems obey certain laws irrespective of their particular domain. Therefore, we can 

apply knowledge that is standard in one field to other, less developed fields, if we observe 
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that both fields share the same network structure.
325

 

8.1. Two Common Network Structures 

A very important feature of any network is the number of links per node and the 

distribution of this number over all the nodes in the network. These network properties are 

called the node degree and the degree distribution, respectively.
326

 According to the 

statistical properties of the degree distribution, two broad classes of networks have been 

identified. Random networks with a homogeneous connectivity pattern, and scale-free 

networks with a heterogeneous one.
327

 

 

 

Figure 1: Random and Scale-Free Network Structures
328

 

 

A simplified drawing (Figure 1, left map) of the U.S. highway system constitutes a 

random network. Nodes within the network are randomly placed, and are homogeneous in 

the sense that they all share approximately the same number of links. In contrast, the 

simplified American airline routing map (Figure 1, right map) resembles a scale-free 

network. It is characterised by a few important airports - hubs (red) - that are massively 

connected and therefore have a lot more links than the other nodes. This is a heterogeneous 

distribution.
329

 

Random Networks - Bell Shape Curves 

Looking at random networks (Figure 1, left map) more closely, we can establish that for 
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more than 40 years, scientists believed that all networks, however complex, followed that 

network structure. Trying to describe communication and biology networks, Paul Erdős and 

Alfréd Rényi had suggested that approach in 1959.
330

 Their theoretical analysis of the 

properties of random graphs led to a number of important results, but most importantly, 

Erdős and Rényi observed that in random networks, it is extremely rare to find nodes that 

have significantly more or fewer links than the average. Using network terminology, each 

node will approximately have the same (link) degree.
331

 When we remind ourselves that 

many of the entities that are measured by scientists have a typical size or "scale", the success 

of the random network theory is understandable. In many large networks, individual 

measurements are indeed centred around a typical value. Quantities are then distributed in a 

bell-shaped curve like the one shown in Figure 2 below. People's heights for example are 

distributed fairly narrowly, which leads to a bell-shaped distribution graph. Most adults are 

between 150 and 200 cm tall. There is some variation in our heights, but we actually never 

meet people who are only 10 centimetres, or 5 metres tall.
332

 

 

 

Figure 2: The Degree Distribution of Random Networks
 333

 

 

Traditionally, like I just mentioned above, also large and complex networks have been 

described with Erdős's and Rényi's random graph model. This was done, however, without 

possessing actual data on those large networks. When we finally had the technical means to 

obtain and process actual network data of large networks, the data indicated a degree 

distribution that had been unpredicted by all available random network models.
334
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Scale-Free Networks - Power Law Distributions 

Albert-László Barabási and Réka Albert termed networks that share the observed 

particular degree distribution "scale-free"
335

 ones. In contrast to random networks, they are 

characterised by an uneven distribution of links between the nodes.
336

 Homogeneous random 

networks are common in nature, but there are also numerous cases of scale-free networks 

where - in terms of the degree distribution graph - the distribution of nodes far to the right of 

the mean is significantly higher than in random networks.
337

 Carrying forward the height 

example from the last chapter, we can observe: If our heights followed the "power law" 

distribution of scale-free networks, being very short would be extremely common. The 

average height, however, would be a lot taller, also because some individuals would in fact 

be incredibly tall. As a result, it would be quite normal to run into someone five or ten times 

taller than the average from time to time.
338

 Figure 3 right below shows the degree 

distribution found in scale-free networks. 

 

 

Figure 3: The Degree Distribution of Scale-Free Networks
 339

 

 

Following Barabási's and Albert's initial research, a quickly growing literature proved 

that many networks in the real world are scale-free ones. In cellular metabolism, in actors' 

collaborations in Hollywood, in the protein regulatory network, in scientists' publication 

collaborations, power-law distributions occur in an extremely diverse range of 
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phenomena.
340

 Most important in terms of this thesis, however, is Barabási's and Albert's 

very first subject to testing: they investigated the structure of the World Wide Web. Their 

research revealed that the distribution of links pointing to Web pages (the in-degree of Web 

pages) did not fit a bell shaped curve as predicted by the random graph model, but resembled 

much more a power law distribution of a scale-free network.
341

 

8.2. The Webgraph 

Methodically, in order to examine the degree distribution of the World Wide Web, we 

have to view the static Web, that is the static HTML pages together with the hyperlinks 

between them, as a network graph. Each Web page is a node, and each hyperlink is a link.
342

 

The ones who first
343

 observed the scale-free network structure of this so-called Webgraph 

were not only Barabási and Albert
344

, but also Ravi Kumar and others
345

. As we have already 

seen the necessary development of modern Web search techniques has led to extensive 

research in the field of link analysis. Link analysis research, in turn, naturally examines the 

details of the network structure of the World Wide Web.
346

 Even more so after the discovery 

of its unexpected nature, the newly emerged study of the Webgraph has therefore 

understandably attracted a large interest in the scientific community. This has been primarily 

due to the ongoing efforts to further develop Web search techniques. Looking at it from a 

network analysis point of view, we can in fact conclude that the heterogeneous link structure 

of the World Wide Web forms the very basis of Web search ranking algorithms such as 

PageRank.
347

 As Dietmar Wolfram correctly observes, however, observations of inverse 

power laws applying to World Wide Web content might in fact not be as unexpected as some 

argue. Information scientists studying regularities in print-based and electronic literature 

have long been observing power law distributions.
348

 This observation is one of the main 

reasons why we will look at legal citation analysis after this chapter
349

.
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8.3. Network Analyses on Legal Document Collections 

Summarising previous network analyses of legal document collections, Reza Dibadj 

observes that network analysis has so far been "vastly underutilized in the law". We can, 

however, find a few instances where legal scholars have made use of it.
350

  

In 2000, David Post and Michael Eisen tried to further discover general principles about 

the structure of the US legal system by looking at the web of citations between cases. Their 

conviction that the web of citations in fact forms "a critical component of the network of 

rules that comprise "the law" in any area" provided the theoretical background for their 

citation study.
351

 Post and Eisen performed the citation analysis using cases decided by the 

New York Court of Appeals and the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit 

dated from 1930, 1950, 1970, and 1980.
352

 In order to prove the "fractal structure" of 

common law legal systems, the two scientists developed the hypothesis that the specific 

fractal structure they were looking for would be reflected in a "power-law distribution of the 

output [...] of those systems."
353

 We can establish at this point that what Post and Eisen were 

effectively hypothesising was that the citation network of the legal document collection that 

they studied would have a scale-free structure. It turned out that this hypothesis was in 

agreement with the empirical citation data. Post and Eisen did find that a very small number 

of the cases they examined received a large percentage of all citations, whereas the vast 

majority of cases were cited very little.
354

  

In 2007, James Fowler and his colleagues constructed a complete network of 26,681 

majority opinions written by the US Supreme Court and the cases that cite those majority 

opinions from 1791 to 2005. Observing a power-law link distribution of their data as well, 

the scientists - by that time aware of the abundance of scale-free networks in nature - 

surmised "that there is something systematic about the evolution of law that mimics the 

evolution of other network phenomena."
355

 

Lastly, Thomas Smith reports in "The Web of Law" about his study applying network 
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theory to a huge collection of more than four million US legal citations. Just like the other 

aforementioned scientists, Smith observes that "[the] American case law network [...] 

appears much like that of the Web and other citation networks, such as those of scientific 

papers."
356

 

8.4. General Utility of the Approach 

All the three studies that I just mentioned in the area of legal network analysis include 

evidence that network analysis is a useful approach also in the legal domain. Thomas Smith 

observes that the network of legal citations might very well be the "oldest, largest, and best 

documented citation network ever created". Lawyers have been using it to learn about the 

law on any given topic, but it has still been a lot less explored in terms of network analysis 

than other networks.
357

 Post and Eisen correctly argue along the same lines. Legal citation 

data, being the raw material of which the network of law is made up of, is available in 

abundance. It should be used for network analysis purposes to "uncover general principles 

about the structure of the legal system".
358

 Fowler and his colleagues take this idea even one 

step further. We could establish, they believe, that lawyers think of the law as an 

"interconnected set of rules" that evolves by the repeated use of some rules, and by ongoing 

interpretation over time. Focusing on case law, the scientists propose to look at how a 

particular opinion is incorporated into the network of law in order to find out how relevant 

an opinion is.
359

 This proposition is fully in line with the main purpose of link analysis in 

Web search, and you have probably already realised that the three studies that I just 

categorised as legal network analysis studies could as well be mentioned as works done in 

legal citation analysis. We will therefore now take a more in-depth look at legal citation 

analysis. For a long time, citation analysis has been using citations to produce quantitative 

estimates of the "impact" of scientific papers and journals.
360
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9.  Legal Citation Analysis 

The chapter on the developments in Web search showed us that link analysis algorithms 

use inlinks as a measure of relevance assessment. The commercial success of Google to a 

certain extent proves the effectiveness of that approach.
361

 When we look at it from a 

network analysis point of view, this number of inlinks is called a node's in-degree, and we 

can use network analysis concepts to learn more about the interlinked structure.
362

 But in 

fact, we can trace the underlying idea of using inlinks or in-degree as a method of relevance 

assessment back further than both Web search and network analysis. Only when we go back 

to explore basic concepts of citation analysis, introduced by Eugene Garfield, we find the 

roots of the aforementioned technique.
363

 In a sense, citation analysis methods have only 

been rediscovered and modified for both network analysis and Web search.
364

 

9.1. Citation Indexing 

In 1955, Garfield pointed out several shortcomings of the subject indexes and classified 

indexes that existed at the time. He claimed that neither one did properly address the facts 

that articles might deal with a variety of subjects, that terminology changes over time, and 

that specialised vocabularies exist within disciplines. Arguing that an "association-of-ideas" 

or a "thought index" was what was needed, Garfield proposed the introduction of a citation 

index. Interestingly, he modelled his proposal after the already well-established Shepard's 

citator.
365

 Garfield himself described what happened after he had been advised of Shepard's 

like this:  

 

"I didn't know what Shepard's was so I went down to the Enoch Pratt Free Library and went 

into the reference room. I found Shepard's Citations and I literally screamed, "Eureka." [...] 

When I saw the Shepard's Citations I found the methodology that I needed for linking all 

these things."
366
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The concept of so-called "citation indexing" is in fact strikingly simple. When scientists 

document their own research, scientific tradition presupposes that they refer to earlier works 

that relate to the subject matter of research at hand.
367

 As a result of that requirement, the 

publications found in scientific journals, be it papers, notes, reviews, or other documents, all 

contain citations. Those citations lead to documents that support, provide precedent for, 

illustrate, or elaborate on what the authors of the document at hand have to say. We can 

therefore think of citations as the formal, explicit linkages between papers that have 

particular ideas in common. Around these linkages a citation index is built. That index on the 

one hand lists publications that have been cited, and on the other hand identifies the sources 

of those citations. By just knowing one paper on a particular subject that has been cited, 

anyone can find more relevant documents. Those documents, in turn, provide a list of new 

citations that can be individually looked at. One of the main strengths of citation indexing is 

its simplicity.
368

 

Possible Further Uses of Citation Indexing 

Garfield proposed and introduced citation indexing with bibliographic purposes in 

mind. Still, he himself speculated that "the most important application of citation indexing 

may prove to be nonbibliographic." As the activities of science manifest themselves in the 

science literature, a comprehensive and multidisciplinary citation index might offer valuable 

insights into science as a whole. Both the structure and the development of science could be 

examined. When thinking along those lines, the possibilities of using a comprehensive 

citation index seem to be almost endless: We might be able to evaluate the research role of 

individual journals, individual scientists, scientific organisations and communities. It might 

become possible to explore the relationships among journals and between journals and fields 

of study. The impact of current research could be determined. It might even become possible 

to establish an alert system for important, new interdisciplinary relationships, as well as for 

fields of study whose development accelerates. Historically, the sequences of developments 

that have led to major scientific advances could be further explored.
369

 Pranas Zunde, 

thinking along the same lines, identified three broad application areas where citation indexes 

could be successfully used as early as 1971: 

1. Scientists, publications, and scientific institutions could be quantitatively and qualitatively 
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evaluated. 

2. The historical development of science and technology could be modelled. 

3. Information search and retrieval could be supported.
370

 

9.2. Citation Analysis 

Every one of those ideas of using citation indexing for more than just bibliographic 

purposes has been realised in some way by now. For decades, citation indexing has been 

providing the raw material that information scientists have analysed in various ways.
371

 

Those developed sophisticated methods of using citation data fall within the area of "citation 

analysis", which in turn is a cornerstone of so-called bibliometrics.
372

 In addition to studying 

the citation structures of documents, bibliometrics also deals with their actual texts.
373

 As far 

as the merely bibliogaphic use of citation data is concerned, the merits of citations are clear, 

and their use is not controversial. The use of citation analysis to provide quantitative 

measures on top of that, however, has always been very controversial.
374

 

9.3. Citation Analyses on Legal Document Collections 

When we again focus on citation analyses on legal document collections, we can begin 

by looking at  the citator services Shepard's and KeyCite that are used in legal research once 

again
375

. From what we have established by now, both citation indexes also analyse legal 

citations, which puts them close to being legal citation analysis tools.
376

 Forms of citation 

analysis had therefore commonly been practised in the legal world long before the technique 

was re-discovered for science. As legal publications and their interconnections constitute the 

law itself, rather than being mere by-products of the research enterprise like in other 

scientific disciplines, this should not come as a big surprise.
377

 When talking about citations 

and the law, I already mentioned
378

 that comparatively early, truly radical approaches were 
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proposed in the area of legal citation analysis. In 1970 Stephen Marx recommended
379

 that 

CALR users should not rely on "the superimposed key word systems", but should rather 

make use of "the cross-citation structure because it provides a more rational linkage between 

relevant cases". Similarly, Colin Tapper argued
380

 that common citation patterns, at least in 

common law jurisdictions, could provide the basis for the retrieval of legal documents. In the 

mid-1990s, Stuart Sutton looked back at those approaches and concluded that previous 

research into the area of legal citation analysis had been "encouraging [...] but not without 

problems".
381

 By the same time, however, information scientists had been working on more 

sophisticated theoretical foundations for citation analysis and its potential applications for 

some time
382

, which prompted Fred Shapiro to observe that "in law, the birthplace of citation 

study, even richer results may be possible than in the other fields to which that study has 

subsequently been applied."
383

 Similarly, Howard Turle stated in 1995 that citations "are 

important in the legal domain but they remain under exploited in retrieval." He pointed out 

ongoing work by Daniel Dabney
384

, but was still of the opinion that much work remained to 

be done.
385

 Somewhat ironically, Dabney himself, even though he had done seminal research 

in the area by then, subsequently mentioned in 2001 that "relatively little has been reported 

on the science of legal citation analysis."
386

 As I said before, the studies that I summarised in 

the chapter on legal network analysis
387

 do certainly at the same time constitute work done in 

legal citation analysis. Even so, however, much work remains in legal citation analysis. The 

scarcity of projects in this area might have to do with an observation that I also frequently 

made myself during the course of my studies. Basic citation analysis concepts do appear 

simple, but only at first sight. The following collection of controversies and problems 

surrounding citation analysis, and legal citation analysis in particular, is intended to give an 

impression of that. 
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9.4. Controversies and Problems Surrounding Legal 

Citation Analysis 

The following concept lies at the heart of citation analysis techniques: A citation, so the 

argument goes, usually indicates that the author has read the corresponding document and 

made the decision that it merited an explicit reference.
388

 Critics of citation-based rating 

methods often attack this fundamental assumption that underlies them, namely that a person 

who cites an article has actually read it, and thought that it was significant enough to warrant 

a reference.
389

 Having done an extensive review of studies on citing behaviour, Lutz 

Bornmann and Hans-Dieter Daniel summarise the general trend of their findings: The 

acknowledgement of intellectual and cognitive debts to colleagues is not the sole reason for 

citing. The inclusion of a citation can also be caused by a number of other factors.
390

 In fact, 

it was already Eugene Garfield himself who published the earliest paper that lists a whole 

range of possible motivations of citers.
391

 He observes that in general, citations are used to 

provide "documentation" or support for specific statements at hand. Citations in scientific 

papers are, however, also provided for a number of other reasons including 

 

1. Paying homage to pioneers 

2. Giving credit for related work (homage to peers) 

3. Identifying methodology, equipment, etc. 

4. Providing background reading 

5. Correcting one's own work 

6. Correcting the work of others 

7. Criticizing previous work 

8. Substantiating claims 

9. Alerting to forthcoming work 

10. Providing leads to poorly disseminated, poorly indexed, or uncited work 

11. Authenticating data and classes of fact - physical constants, etc. 

12. Identifying original publications in which an idea or concept was discussed. 

13. Identifying original publication or other work describing an eponymic concept or term 

[...] 

14. Disclaiming work or ideas of others (negative claims) 

15. Disputing priority claims of others (negative homage)"
392
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A principal criticism of citation studies is that the mere number of citations is a poor 

proxy for what citation analysts really intend to measure. In many citation studies, all 

citations are treated as uniformly positive recognitions, which causes problems similar to the 

ones that I mentioned when talking about relevance in information retrieval
393

. Neither the 

specific significance of the citation at hand, nor the citer's motivation for including a citation, 

are taken into consideration when citations are simply counted.
394

 William Landes and 

Richard Posner correctly note that there are various seemingly extraneous considerations that 

influence the number of citations a document obtains. The number of journals in a particular 

field of study, the development of that number over time, and also the citation conventions of 

different areas all have to be taken into consideration.
395

 This causes researchers who want to 

measure the scientific impact of documents or individuals to be subdivided into two groups.  

One camp believes that citation analysis is suitable as a means of assessment for 

scientific impact. Working in their favour is that a considerable amount of literature has 

proven that the number of citations that a scientist receives correlates nicely with other 

assessments of the scientist's impact or influence. Bornmann and Daniel list studies that have 

established a correlation between the number of citations and awards, Nobel laureateships, 

departmental prestige, research grants, academic rank, and peer judgments.
396

 An overview 

about even more studies on the association between citations to scientists' publications and 

other assessments of the scientists' scientific impact or influence can be for example found in 

a recent book
397

 by Blaise Cronin. 

The opposing camp interested in obtaining impact measures stresses that citation counts 

depend on many factors that have nothing to do with scientific impact. Studies have 

identified various factors that influence the probability of a work being cited or not, 

irrespective of its merit: time-dependent factors, field-dependent factors, journal-dependent 

factors, article-dependent factors, author/reader-dependent factors, and even the availability 

of publications and technical problems have been shown to have an influence on citation 

counts.
398

 

It might not come as a surprise to you that I consider myself to be a strong supporter of 
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citation analysis. Still, I am convinced that we must not ignore any of the issues raised by 

opponents of citation analysis techniques, even though there is a general correlation between 

citation counts and impact. David Adam phrased this perfectly, I think. 

 

"Important papers, the argument goes, will be cited more frequently. As a general rule, that is 

a reasonable assumption. But apply it blindly, without regard to the quality and limitations of 

the raw data, and the conclusions you draw may be far from reasonable."
399

 
 

I will now try to categorise and address some of the limitations and difficulties that 

citation analyses in the legal domain necessarily have to deal with if they want to draw 

reasonable conclusions beyond general observations, that means especially on a document- 

or author-specific level. 

Obliteration 

Firstly, the phenomenon of "obliteration by incorporation" poses a possible problem to 

citation counting and citation analysis. American sociologist Robert King Merton first 

identified this process
400

 where previous works do have an influence on documents at hand, 

but that influence is not reflected in explicit citations. When the work of previous authors has 

become so influential that it is generally viewed as being part of the common body of 

knowledge, scholars tend to believe that they no longer need to cite it explicitly.
401

 Already 

in 1973, Michael J. Moravcsik tellingly observed: "Anybody today who cited Einstein's 

original paper when he writes down E = mc
2
 would be laughed at."

402
 Thomas Smith 

observes that obliteration is also a common phenomenon in legal contexts. Today, citing 

Marbury versus Madison, a landmark case in US law, in a routine case when reviewing a 

statute for constitutionality would appear "somewhat pedantic or cranky". Smith, however, at 

the same time points out that this problem is in fact not a serious one. Taken as a percentage 

of all cases, very few fall into this rarified category.
403

 

Self-Citations 

Fred Shapiro, whose "Collected Papers on Legal Citation Analysis"
404

 still constitute 
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the prime research collection in the area of legal citation analysis, identifies self-citations and 

negative citations as the most problematic motivations for citing in terms of citation 

analyses. Self-citations "may inflate an author's citation total".
405

 The general concern here is 

that authors might over-cite their already published works, regardless of their quality. It is 

true that the personal development of scientific ideas necessarily leads to entirely legitimate 

self-citations, but it is evident that ubiquitous citation rankings effectively encourage self-

citation. There are, however, two main reasons why self-citations should not pose an 

unsolvable problem to citation analyses. First, abundant unjustified reference to his or her 

own work should harm any author's academic prestige, and should therefore not be common 

in the first place. Also, superfluous citations will usually be omitted during any editorial 

publication process.
406

 Second, as also Shaprio observes, self-citations are unlikely to have 

much effect because of their small percentage compared to usually large citation totals.
407

 In 

a study done by James Leonard, for example, self-citations constituted only 5.6% of all 

citations that were examined.
408

  

Negative Citations 

Moving on to the problems surrounding negative citations, Shapiro strikingly describes 

one potential threat that they might pose for legal citation analyses: Within legal periodicals, 

a "high [citation] total for a shoddy piece of scholarship" could be the misleading result of 

citation counting.
409

 At first sight, it seems plausible that critics might indeed cite a bad 

article quite often, which would really mean that the particular citation frequency could not 

be indicative of the document's quality. Another observation, however, seems to move things 

back into perspective. Most of the times, a low-quality document will simply not be cited at 

all in subsequent writings. Legal scholars will simply ignore insignificant papers.
410

 An 

article that manages to receive hundreds of critical citations probably triggers advances in the 

professional discourse and therefore deserves to be considered as a high-impact document, 

albeit being a controversial work.
411

 Thinking along the same lines, William Landes and his 

colleagues apply this general argument to the case law environment. In their citation study, 
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they decided not to distinguish between different kinds of citations. Their reasoning for 

treating critical citations the same way as positive citations is simple. They believe that "it is 

easier to ignore an unimportant decision than to spell out reasons for not following it."
412

 

Looking at Leonard's citation study again, we can observe that negative citations only 

accounted for 10.6% of the citation total.
413

 

Age of Document and Size of Literature 

Ian Ayres and Fredrick Vars point out another major difficulty for citation studies. It's 

obvious that the number of citations a document receives also depends on how many chances 

it has had to obtain citations. Firstly, this means that recent documents are penalised in 

citation rankings as long as those rankings do not take time factors into consideration.
414

 In 

the area of case law, for example, this means that simple counts of citations to an individual 

judge's opinions as a measure of his or her judicial impact are misleading as long as they do 

not take each judge's length of stay on the bench into account. Those judges with longer 

tenure automatically have more opportunities to collect citations, independent of their 

judicial impact. It therefore seems that a more suitable measure for similar citation analyses 

is often the average number of citations per year.
415

 Looking at possible problems regarding 

"opportunities to get cited", there is, however, another bias tilting the playing field against 

certain documents. Taking secondary sources as an example, some topics have a far larger 

scholarly literature than others, resulting in countless opportunities to pick up citations. 

Other areas are a lot less frequented by legal journals, which makes it a lot harder for 

documents in that area to get cited.
416

 

9.5. General Utility of the Approach 

Like in the previous two chapters, I want to end this one as well by summing up the 

general utility of legal citation analysis in the context of my thesis. First of all, we can 

observe that in the legal domain, several databases store citation data, which makes obtaining 

large data sets for citation analyses comparatively easy.
417

 Full-text online CALR systems 
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have generally made retrieving references much more convenient, even the retrieval of 

exotic combinations of references in conjunction with keywords has become possible.
418

 In 

terms of the availability of citation data, we can therefore observe that the legal domain is 

well-suited for citation analyses. 

As regards the basic, perpetual discussion about whether or not citation analysis should 

be used as an evaluative tool in law at all, I think that those legal academics who have 

performed large-scale citation studies have developed an educated approach to the 

assessment and use of citation analysis in the legal domain. Fred Shapiro concedes that 

citation counting "falls somewhere between historiography and parlor game"
419

, but also 

points out that it has been shown that citation counts in the area of legal journals do 

"correlate highly with peer judgments of scholarly influence. Lists of most-cited works 

therefore serve to draw attention to authors and publications that, by a rough measure, have 

had the most extensive impact on scholarship."
420

 He furthermore mentions that almost all 

citation analysts state that counting citation measures a "quality" that is socially defined, 

reflecting the utility of documents at hand to other people, rather than measuring their 

intrinsic merit.
421

 Likewise, William Landes and his colleagues note that we only get a crude 

and rough proxy for measuring influence when we look at citations.
422

 Limitations like that 

do not, however, prevent the aforementioned legal citation analysts from strongly believing 

in the legitimacy of methodically sound legal citation analyses. The core assumptions that 

underlay two recent legal citation studies provide perfect examples of what I would call a 

"knowledgeable application" of legal citation analysis. Thomas Smith observes 

 

"While it may be hazardous to conclude that one actively cited case is more important or 

authoritative than another, it certainly seems plausible to distinguish between cases that are 

very actively cited, modestly cited, rarely cited, and never cited."
423
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and David Post and Michael Eisen add a telling practical example to that approach: 

 

"The difference between a case that cites to 100 previously decided cases and one that cites 

to 10 is surely due to many factors [...] but we think it reasonable to assert that the former 

case in some sense raises (and resolves) more questions than the latter."
424
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10. Developing a Hypothesis 

In the "Elements of a Theory" section, we have seen that when the goal is to measure 

the "impact" or "relevance" of individual entities within an interlinked structure, common 

ideas underlie the efforts of various scientific fields. This constitutes further theoretical 

evidence that those common concepts should also be applicable to computer-assisted legal 

research. 

My exact proposition has been that the use of citation analysis techniques could 

improve current CALR systems in terms of the relevance ranking of retrieval results. At this 

point, I further develop this initial proposition into a hypothesis that I can then test on an 

actual document collection. The "Elements of a Theory" section showed that when we use 

citation analysis techniques to obtain accurate results on a document-, or author-specific 

level, we must be aware of and deal with many potential pitfalls that can lead to wrong 

results. For my hypothesis, however, I go back to one of the most basic citation analysis 

concepts which reads very simple: Counting citations is a way to measure importance. In the 

particular context of this thesis, I believe that such a simplistic approach is permissible. I am 

only trying to provide proof for a general potential of citation-based techniques to improve 

relevance ranking in the legal domain, without claiming to obtain accurate results on an 

individual document level. I take inspiration from James Fowler and his colleagues who also 

observe that "at the most basic level", the number of citations that a case receives from other 

cases can be used to measure how important the case at hand is.
425

 

I therefore hypothesise that a basic citation-based algorithm, despite all its 

shortcomings, could already be used to improve relevance ranking in computer-assisted legal 

research. 
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SECTION III - TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS 

11. Supreme Court of Justice Experiment 

For my experiment, I have computed the degree distribution of 80,195 opinions written 

by the Austrian Supreme Court of Justice between 1985 and 2008. Each opinion represents a 

node, 242,078 references from headnotes to those opinions constitute the links. I describe the 

resulting distribution graph and explore whether it could successfully be used to prioritise 

legally relevant Supreme Court cases when relevance ranking retrieval results. An opinion is 

considered to be "legally relevant" if it has been included in an official law report published 

by the Austrian Supreme Court of Justice itself. To my knowledge, there have not been any 

analyses of citation frequency distributions in the realm of Austrian law so far. The main 

inspiration for my experiment came from Thomas Smith's article "The Web of Law"
426

 in 

which he describes a study applying network theory to over four million US legal 

citations
427

. Smith in turn modelled
428

 his work on the research of statistical physicists that I 

already mentioned
429

 in the chapter on legal network analysis. 

11.1. The "RIS Justice" Database 

Just like the other case law databases of the Austrian legal information system RIS, the 

so-called Justice ("Justiz") database (http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Jus/) consists of two sub-

databases: A headnote database ("Rechtssätze (RS)") stores headnote documents created by 

the court. Secondly, an opinions database ("Entscheidungstexte (TE)") contains the actual 

full texts of most of the court's decisions.
430

 The Austrian Supreme Court, like the country's 

other two High Courts, has traditionally been carrying out extensive legal documentation 

tasks, coordinated by the court's records office. A massive amount of efforts goes especially 
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into the creation and modification of headnote documents at the court, before they become 

available in the RIS Justice headnote database. Each document is intellectually processed by 

several legal specialists. Comparable to the way it is handled in the United States, individual 

headnotes are created to summarise significant legal points made by the court.
431

 More 

specifically this means that if the legal specialists at the Austrian Supreme Court consider 

points decided in an opinion to be of legal relevance, each single point leads either to the 

creation of a new individual headnote, or a reference to the opinion at hand is added to a pre-

existing headnote. The number of headnotes written or modified in response to an opinion 

therefore depends on the number of legally relevant issues the opinion addresses. On 

average, a case in my document collection is cited by three headnotes, although a lot of cases 

do not have headnotes referring to them at all, and some opinions have an unusually high 

"headnote citation count".
432

 

11.2. The Text Collection 

We have just seen that a lot of intellectual effort goes into the creation of headnotes in 

Austria, just like in other countries. Legal professionals value headnotes everywhere where 

they are created because they make it possible to quickly assess the content of a case.
433

 

What makes the Austrian situation unique, however, is that all the headnote documents 

created by the three High Courts are available to everyone free of charge on the legal 

information system RIS. Similar, for example, to the manually created hyperlinks which 

connectivity-based Web search ranking algorithms make use of,
434

 a monumental amount of 

latent human expert judgement is present in those headnotes. Not only the texts of headnotes 

contain priceless information, but also the manually created connections between headnotes 

and opinions. I therefore decided to try to utilise those connections for my experiment. Even 

though it is certainly not the intended use of the RIS Justice ("Justiz") database 

(http://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Jus/), minor tweaking made it possible to download Supreme Court 

of Justice documents from it in bulk. The compilation of my document collection still 

required continuous searches on 1 and 2 January 2009. 

My document collection contains all the opinion full texts written by the Austrian 

Supreme Court between 1985 and 2008 that were available as of 1 January 2009. The 
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starting point had to be 1985 because according to the Court
435

, this is the current start date 

for the comprehensive online publication of all opinion full texts in the RIS Justice database. 

As regards the headnote documents, I had to download all available headnotes, irrespective 

of their creation dates. A lot of headnote documents created before 1985 include references 

to "younger" opinions, therefore all available headnote documents had to be examined for 

references to all opinions found in my collection. 

In total, my corpus contains 80,195 opinion full texts (dated 1985-2008), and 121,699 

headnote documents (dated 1914-2008). I downloaded the documents in HTML format, in 

which they span over two gigabytes of information. 

11.3. The First Experiment: Power-Law Distribution 

For my first experiment I formalise the view of the opinion full texts and headnote 

documents as a graph. I ignore the text in all the documents, and focus instead entirely on the 

citations between headnotes and opinions. The experiment asks whether the distribution of 

opinions according to the number of headnote citations that they receive resembles a power 

law. If the citation distribution graph of my case law document collection looked like that of 

scale-free networks in general, it would share this basic property with the World Wide Web. 

Like Thomas Smith observes, this would be a strong indication that searching for relevant 

cases in the "Web of Law" could be improved by using techniques initially developed for 

Web search.
436

 

Distribution Graph Construction 

The documents that I downloaded are partitioned into fields, which made it easier to 

extract only the citation data of interest in order to compute the citation distribution graph. 

The details of how I managed to do so, especially the source code used, are somewhat 

beyond the scope of this text. I will, however, explain the main steps of my work. I realised 

the task of computing the frequency distribution mainly by programming three so-called 

"scripts" (comparable, but in detail different from programs) using the programming 

language Python. The main script was based on so-called regular expressions. Using regular 

expressions is a common approach in different programming languages for parsing, that is 

analysing, free text.
437

 Having had no previous experience in computer programming, I chose 
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to use Python as the programming language because it is a "rather simple language at 

heart"
438

, but still offers the "power and general applicability of traditional compiled 

[programming] languages".
439

 Moreover, Python is open source software and freely available 

at http://www.python.org. All my experimentation was done on a single laptop with an Intel 

Core 2 Duo 2 Ghz processor, with 2 GB of memory, running Windows Vista. 

The first, most important Python script extracted all references to opinions from the 

121,699 headnote documents. It then returned the docket numbers of all Supreme Court 

opinions (not only those written between 1985 and 2008) that had ever been referenced in 

headnotes. Along with those docket numbers, the Python script returned the citation counts 

for each opinion. For obvious reasons this was a computationally complex task and took 3 

hours and 22 minutes on the laptop that I used.  

My second Python script filtered out those docket numbers that identified opinions 

which were part of my 1985 - 2008 opinion full text selection. The reason for that filtering 

step is as follows: As mentioned above
440

, the RIS Justice database only stores selected 

opinion full texts for the years before 1985. I therefore had no way of telling how many 

opinions had been written in total in the years prior to 1985. I only had citation information 

as to how many, and which opinions had been cited by headnotes. This meant that I had to 

discard headnote citations to pre-1985 cases, because a major goal of my distribution graph 

is to give an accurate picture of the ratio between cited and uncited Supreme Court opinions. 

 At last, a third Python script took the 80,195 individual citation counts (opinions that 

had not been cited at all had automatically been assigned a zero "headnote citation score") 

and computed the citation distribution. 
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The First Experiment's Distribution Graph 

 

Figure 4: The Distribution of All Supreme Court Opinions According to the Number of 

Headnote Citations they Receive
441

 

 

Figure 4 shows the distribution graph that I computed at the end of my first experiment. 

The Supreme Court of Justice opinions are aligned along the x-axis according to the number 

of headnote citations that each of them receives. Comparing this distribution graph to the one 

we saw in Figure 3
442

, simple inspection reveals that the distribution bears a marked 

resemblance to the typical power law distribution that we find in scale-free network 

structures. We notice that the vast majority of opinions are either not cited at all or only cited 

by a few headnotes. On the other hand, there are a few opinions that are cited by a high 

number of headnotes. I would like to point out some empirical properties of this Supreme 

Court citation network: 15,222 opinions, or 19% of all cases, are not being referred to by 

headnotes at all. The majority of opinions receive very few headnote citations, 68% of all 

cases are being referred to only 3 times or less. The average number of citations per opinion, 

however, nevertheless equals 3.02 due to the high headnote citation counts of a chosen few 

cases. 
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My first experiment confirms that the headnote citation distribution of my case law 

document collection follows a power law, which makes the network structure a scale-free 

one. As we find a similar scale-free nature in the World Wide Web, this does already suggest 

the efficiency of citation-analysis techniques for computer-assisted legal research systems. It 

does not yet, however, prove it. 

11.4. The Second Experiment: Comparing the First 

Distribution to a Relevant Subset 

With my first experiment, I established that the distribution of Austrian Supreme Court 

opinions according to their headnote citation counts follows power laws. The question that I 

want to ask in my second experiment is "How do those headnote citation counts compare to 

expert relevance assessments?" This question is of vital importance because, like I just 

mentioned, the scale-free nature of the computed degree distribution does not yet provide 

actual proof that citation-analysis techniques could in fact improve relevance ranking in 

computer-assisted legal research systems. What it takes to provide actual proof is to show 

that the citation counts that I computed for the first graph could in some way help to 

prioritise "relevant" court cases. The decision of whether or not a case is "relevant" would 

have to conform to expert opinions (a so-called "Gold Standard").  

In my second experiment I therefore try to show that cases with certain authority scores 

are (much) more likely than others to be considered as "relevant" by legal experts. In more 

formal words, I hypothesise that there is a correlation between the number of headnote 

citations that an opinion receives, and its legal relevance. 

Defining a Gold Standard 

We have already heard about the difficulties surrounding the information retrieval 

concept of relevance
443

. Following Peter Jackson and Isabelle Moulinier
444

 my goal for this 

second experiment is simply to obtain workable expert relevance judgments (a Gold 

Standard) in order to evaluate my citation-based authority scores. On a practical level, this 

meant that I needed to obtain relevance judgements which the average user of computer-

assisted legal research systems is likely to agree with. Obtaining and using such relevance 

judgements was complicated by the precondition that they had to be freely available, just like 

all the other parts of the document collection. There were no resources available for 
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obtaining relevance judgements, and any potential verification of my experiments should 

stay as easy as possible for others. 

When I talked about law reports
445

, I mentioned that one of their primary purposes 

consists in the selection of "relevant" opinions. As domain experts decide about which cases 

to publish and which not, I argue that those Supreme Court opinions that are published in a 

major law report are considered to be "relevant" by experts. Luckily, the Austrian Supreme 

Court of Justice in fact publishes its own official law report, called "Entscheidungen des 

Österreichischen Obersten Gerichtshofes in Zivilsachen - amtlich veröffentlicht [Decisions 

of the Austrian Supreme Court of Justice in Civil Matters - officially published]"
446

 In 

practice, legal professionals usually refer to the widely used report as "Sammlung Zivilrecht 

(SZ) [Collection Civil Law (SZ)]". Even though in a somewhat hidden way, my existing 

document collection also contains information about which opinions written by the Supreme 

Court of Justice had subsequently been published in the law report. In addition to containing 

the references to opinions that I used for my first experiment, headnote documents also 

mention which decisions have been selected for publication in the law report. 

Gold Standard Distribution Graph Construction 

Using techniques similar to the ones employed for the construction of the citation 

distribution in the first experiment, I was therefore able to identify 4,842 opinions out of all 

80,195 Supreme Court cases which had been published in the "Sammlung Zivilrecht (SZ)" 

between 1985 and 2006. For the years 2007 and 2008, the law report has not been published 

yet. 
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The Second Experiment's Distribution Graphs 

 

Figure 5: The Headnote-Citation Distributions of All (Blue Bars) and Only the Published (Red 

Bars) Supreme Court Opinions
447

 

 

Figure 5 repeats the distribution graph which was computed in the course of the first 

experiment as blue bars in the background. All the 80,195 Supreme Court of Justice opinions 

written between 1985 and 2008 are again aligned according to the number of headnote 

citations which each of them receives. The red bars represent the subset of 4,842 opinions 

that have been officially published in the "Sammlung Zivilrecht (SZ)" law report. The red 

bars therefore highlight legally relevant opinions.  

The objective for the second experiment is to show that cases with certain headnote 

citation counts are (much) more likely than others to be considered as "relevant" by legal 

experts. If there is such a correlation between the number of headnote citations that an 

opinion receives, and its probability of being relevant, my initial (blue) distribution graph 

could be successfully used for relevance-ranking purposes in computer-assisted legal 

research.  

The two distribution graphs shown in Figure 5 clearly provide proof for that correlation: 

The correlation is found by comparing the ratios between blue and the red bars at different 
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points along the x-axis.  Simple inspection reveals those ratios are highly uneven. At 0 

headnote citations, the ratio between all non-cited opinions and the published non-cited 

opinions is extremely high. As we move along the x-axis, it is obvious that "relevant 

opinions" increase in ratio to the total number of opinions with a certain headnote citation 

count.  

This variation in the ratio between all, and only legally relevant opinions at different 

points along the x-axis, can perfectly provide the basis for effective relevance ranking. I will 

give one example: CALR system providers could automatically move non-cited opinions to 

the bottom of result lists. This would, on average, free the users from manually examining a 

big portion of their result lists, as non-cited opinions account for 19%
448

 of all opinions. The 

drawbacks, on the other hand, would be very slim: With the bulk of non-cited (blue) 

opinions, only extremely few legally relevant (red) cases would be put further down in the 

result lists. Clearly, a relevance ranking rule like this would yield far more advantages than 

disadvantages. 
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12. Reaching a Conclusion 

I hypothesised that a simple citation-based algorithm, despite all its shortcomings, could 

already significantly improve relevance ranking in contemporary computer-assisted legal 

research systems. 

With my first experiment, I show that the headnote citation distribution of the Supreme 

Court opinions follows a power law. We have seen
449

 that the Webgraph also follows a 

power law. This further suggests that algorithms that have successfully been used on the 

World Wide Web could also be applied to computer-assisted legal research. 

By showing that the distribution graph from the first experiment could be used to 

prioritise groups of cases that contain significantly more "relevant" opinions than others, I 

then prove the effectiveness of basic citation-analysis techniques for relevance ranking in 

CALR systems. 
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13. Further Research 

By far the most important result of this thesis lies in its demonstration of the 

effectiveness of using citation-analysis techniques for computer-assisted legal research 

systems. In doing so, this thesis constitutes an initial feasibility study. It is "only" a 

feasibility study, because in my experiments, I opted for quantity rather than for quality. I 

only tried to prove a most general hypothesis so that all the potential pitfalls inherent in any 

more fine-grained legal citation analysis did not have to be dealt with. Also, I did not clean 

up my citation data. The "Elements of a Theory" section did, however, discuss many of those 

potential pitfalls for citation analyses, both general and law-specific
450

. I tried to hint at 

possible solutions to them, but every area (self-citations, negative citations, and so on) 

constitutes a whole avenue for future research by itself. I will now point out those additional 

research topics that in my opinion appear especially fruitful. 

Taking the Recursive Nature of Citations into Account 

Starting off from my experiment, a logical next step would be to try to develop a more 

sophisticated, recursive citation analysis approach. When we looked at
451

 relevance ranking 

in Web search, we observed that Google's PageRank technology employs such a recursive 

approach. The authority score of a Web page A depends also on the authority scores of those 

pages that point to A.
 
Just like we have seen throughout the "Elements of a Theory" section, 

this approach in fact also goes back further than Web search. As early as 1976, Gabriel 

Pinski and Francis Narin
452

 proposed a more fine-grained citation-based measure of 

authority, stemming from their observation that not all citations are equally important. They 

argued that a journal is "influential" if, recursively, it is heavily cited by other influential 

journals. Common sense in fact suggests that as well, just think of other recommendation 

systems such as letters of reference. Not only the number of recommendations, but also the 

status of the recommender is important.
453

 You might very well ask at this point "How can 

we calculate authority scores of documents without knowing the scores of all the other 

pages?" It turns out that even though this often seems miraculous to non-specialists, 
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"iterative" methods are employed by mathematicians on a daily basis. Starting with crude 

approximations, calculations are repeated over and over again until all individual results 

level off and build a coherent whole. Other legal citation analysts have voiced similar plans 

for future research: James Fowler and his colleagues observe that "Ideally, we should be able 

to use information about the importance of citing cases to improve our estimate of the 

importance of the cases that they, in turn, cite."
454

 

Jurisprudential Significance of Power-Law Distributions 

The graph of the citation distribution of Austrian Supreme Court cases shows how 

relatively very few cases are the basis for the vast majority of all references found in 

headnotes. The vast majority of legal influence is concentrated in a relatively small number 

of cases. As Thomas Smith points out, this is jurisprudentially significant.
455

 It shows that, 

even when we only look at case law from a country's High court, not all cases are created 

equal. A chosen few cases decide the direction of law, just like a chosen few Web pages 

decide what is important on the Web. In the context of this thesis, that observation also has a 

strong significance for comparative law. 

Significance for Comparative Law 

The studies that applied network analysis to US case law document collections
456

 

showed that power law distributions are ubiquitous phenomena in American jurisdictions. As 

long as those distributions are only observed in common jurisdictions, we might be tempted 

to think that the common law doctrine of precedent is responsible for the scale-free nature of 

case law citation networks in common jurisdictions: This special feature of the common law 

system, we might argue, accounts for the fact that precedential authority, measured by 

citation frequency, is highly concentrated in a relatively very small core of cases. My 

experiments, however, confirm that we find the same power-law distribution in Austrian 

case law, which means in a continental jurisdiction. This result certainly poses a challenge to 

the view that the network structure that case law adopts is considerably different between 

common and continental jurisdictions. Thinking along the lines of Wagner-Döbler
457

, we 

might draw the conclusion that this shows that the informal doctrines of precedent in 

continental jurisdictions lead to the exact same practical results as the explicit doctrines of 
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stare decisis in common jurisdictions. Much further research is needed, however, to be able 

to say for sure. A much more radical explanation is perfectly conceivable: It might simply be 

insignificant for case law citation patterns what kind of doctrine of precedent a jurisdiction 

follows. The World Wide Web adopted a scale-free network structure autonomously, so 

maybe citation distributions in case law just automatically follow a power law distribution as 

well. 

Concluding Remarks 

This leads me back to some concluding remarks about this research project. Despite its 

limitations, my feasibility study proves the effectiveness of citation-analysis techniques for 

relevance ranking in computer-assisted legal research. When discussing my research with 

CALR system providers especially in Austria, they continually raised concerns about using 

citation analysis techniques in their non-Web IR environments. This research indicates that 

those concerns are unfounded. We can successfully transfer citation-analysis concepts 

developed in other areas to CALR systems. The analogy is a sound one. Paraphrasing Daniel 

Dabney's previously mentioned
458

 1986 quote, I do believe that the ball is now in the CALR 

providers' court. They should start providing strong evidence why citation analysis concepts 

cannot be used in computer-assisted legal research. 
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